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Chicken Drops Request
fo r MontclarionDocs
Sh ayn a Jacobs

News Editor

The Student Government As
sociation has ceased demands for
the privileged information shared
during the roughly 11-month at
torney-client relationship between
The Montclarion and its former
counsel.
“We do not feel it would be ben
eficial to the students to spend
their fees on court costs to clear up
this matter,” read SGA president
Ron Chicken from his Feb. 12 letter

to the legislature at Wednesday’s
meeting.
“Considering the fact that both
parties are holding strong posi
tions in this situation, the Execu
tive Board has decided to drop its
request for the correspondence,”
Chicken continued.
The Montclarion now has rep
resentation through the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) of
New Jersey, in fight of a Jan. 22 to
tal budget freeze th at silenced “The
Continued on Page 7

SGA Justices Void
MontDlarionShield Law
Sh ayn a Jacobs

News Editor

The provision granting The
Montclarion freedom of the press
in its own constitution was stripped
of its bearing through a ruling by
the SGA’s four-member Judicial
Branch.
“The Montclarion is completely
subject to the will of the univer
sity and the SGA,” said SGA Chief
Justice-elect Nathaniel Liberty,-as
he explained the decision to call
Article XII unconstitutional.
“ The Montclarion does not func-

Stephen De Maria j The Montclarion
O u ts id e o f B la n to n H a ll o n M o n d a y , fro z e n s p rin k le r valves w e re th e 'c a u se o f a flo o d . S im ila r o c c u rre n c e s

\

h a p p e n e d else w h e re o n c a m p u s this w eek, in c lu d in g U n iv e rs ity a n d Sto ne H a lls.
K ristie C a ttafi

Assistant News Editor

University Hall was evacuated
on Tuesday in the fourth pipe-re
lated campus flood in two days.
The flooded University Hall
lobby was taped off, blocking ac
cess to three major lecture halls.
Hundreds of students and employ
ees were huddled in the cold amid
snow flurries.
The flood was caused primarily
by a sprinkler fine that was frozen
after a door Was left open, explained

Walter Watkins, assistant vice pres
ident for facilities maintenance and
engineering.
University facilities said the four
floods this week were primarily
caused by freezing pipes.
University Hall lecture rooms
1050, 1060 and 1070 were closed
due to the water soilage. All but
one class held in the rooms were
rescheduled for the rest of Tuesday.
“Brown water was flooding in the
hallway, so we had to walk against
the wall to leave the building,” said
Vincent Ahmuty, a junior and jus

tice studies major.
On Monday, a sim ilar instance
happened in Blanton Hall when a
sprinkler valve froze, causing the
sprinkler line to break. “That par
ticular sprinkler yalve had electric
heating tape on it to prevent such
a problem from occurring,” Wat
kins said. “It was not functioning.
We are trying to figure out why it
failed.”
. Stone Hall had a pipe break on
Tuesday night. “We currently do
Continued on Page 6

“The Montclarion is
completely subject
to the will of the
university and
SGA.”
Nathaniel Liberty

SGA Chief Justice-elect

tion the same way as a state-funded
school’s newspaper would,” Liberty
later said. “The Montclarion is not
independent,”
There was no attem pt made by
the legislature to reverse the rul
ing.
“All rights provided for the stu-

dent press by state, local and fed
eral laws are guaranteed to The
Montclarion and take precedence
over all SGA statutes,” begins
Article XII of The Montclarion
constitution, which was approved
by the legislature in April 2007.
“Neither the [SGA] or the cur
rent Administration of [MSU] can
make any attem pts to interfere
with The Montclarion’s rights as a
news organization.”
Liberty
said
th a t
The
Montclarion cannot be considered
a news organization, because it is
a subsidiary of the SGA, a private
corporation.
“It is not a separately licensed
news organization,” said Liberty.
He said the reason they’re rais
ing the issue now is because The
Montclarion distributed copies of
the provision as defense evidence
against its budget freeze* a t the
five-plus hour SGA meeting on
Jan. 30.
“As things come, up they have
to be addressed,” said Liberty, who
said the justices did not know of
Article XII conflict before the Jan.
30 distribution of it.
Liberty reported to the leg
islature th at Article XII, called
“Constitutional Privileges,” was
unconditional and contradictory
to certain SGA statutes' including
one th at cites: “Chartered orga
nizations shall rem ain in good
Continued on Page 7
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Pelican P o lice Report
4

F e b 5 : An MSU employee reported being harassed by a student employee while at the Red Hawk Diner.

■

The victim did not wish to pursue criminal charges.

;

>

Feb 6: MSU police were dispatched to a false public alarm In Blanton Hall.

E x e cu tiv e B oard
Editor-in-Chief

Kari de Vries

Feb 6

M anaging Editor

A student reported being harassed by a known subject while on the campus of Montclair State

Peter Schaus

University. The victim did not wish to pursue criminal charges.

Treasurer

.

•

Jon Preciado
Production

Feb 6: An MSU employee reported the theft of a laptop computer from University Hall. The laptop has

Aaron Kiedes
E d ito ria l B oard

- since been recovered.

/
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News

Shayna Jacobs
Feature

Feb 7:

Jessica Suico

Ar1 MSU employee reported the theft of three books from the*University Bookstore.

' ;

A& E

Bernadette' Marciniak
O p in io n

Robert Aitken
S p o rts

Bobby Melok
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Feb 7: A student reported being harassed by another known'student white in University Hall. The victim did not

•T
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w ish to pursue criminal charges.______ ________________

C h ief Copy

Douglas McIntyre

MSU police responded to a false public alarm in Bohn Hall.
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F e b 8 ; A student reported^broken glass at a shuttle stop in the Village.

Lou Cunningham
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r e u o . A student reported being harassed by three known students. The victim did not wish to pursue criminal

News

Kristie Cattafi
Jackie Zygadlo

■ charges.
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Feb 11: A student reported that suspect Danielle King keyed his vehicle, causing damage while parked in Lot

to

A& E

'W

19. The victim is pressing criminal charges against King.

David Clarke
Jessica Lozak

4 4

Sports

Nelson DePasquale
Copy

F e b 1 1 : A student reported the theft of his unsecured cellular phone while in the Student Center.

—

Christine Adamo
Mike Campbell
Natalie Rusciani

Feb 12: A student reported the theft of her purse while in the Student Center.'All of her property has since

G raphic Design

1 2

Sam Gherman

been recovered.

Production

Eric Strickland
Jessica Sproviero

éÊ È

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station from any campus phone
at T-i-P-S (8477). All calls are strictly confidential.

W rite rs a n d C o n trib u to rs

Rachel Britten, Lindsay Butler, Samuel
Carvalho, Jake Dei Mauro, Dr. Rob
Gilbert, Joed Lopez, Irmingard Mayer, Dr.
Ted Price, IJoe! Sullivan,
SU
Jefferson Veloso

n Other Campus News

A d v e r t is in g D ir e c t o r

Kevin Schwoebel

Bookkeeper

Peter Junda

F a cu lty A d v is o r

W illiam Batkay

■
Two non-students were in puck during play. The victim was
jured at Floyd Hall Ice Hockey transported to St. Joseph's HosArena earlier this month.
‘ pital in Paterson with a bloody
The first incident occurred nose.
Feb. 4, when a high school
On Feb. 8, there was another
student was accidentally hit incident where two high school
in the head with a hockey students collided during a game.

Montclair
State
University’s
Emergency Medical Services
transported the injured player to
Mountainside Hospital in Montciair.
'
. According to Lt. Charles
Kauhn, there was no explanation

for the injuries other than the aggressive nature of the sport.
Floyd Hall Ice Arena is home
to MSU’s club hockey team and
also houses intramural Sports
and some of the area’s high
school teams.--Lindsay Butler

;f B l r

O v e ra ll D e sig n

Jessica Sproviero
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Edltor-in-Chlef

Monteditor@gmail.com
Managing Editor

Msumanaging@gmail.com
Production Editor
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Appropriations passed allowing
Gamers to purchase Mario Kart,
Pokémon and Magic.
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Gingerish Appointed Provost;
Dean Positions Still Vacant

Emergency
Renovation
Needed
College Hall
Entrance Bridge
Closed for Safety
Sam uel C a rv a lh o

Staff Writer

Justina Villanueva | The Montclarion
D r. W illa r d G in g e ris h w ill re p la c e D r. R ich a rd Lynde as u n iv e rsity p ro v o st a n d v ic e p re sid e n t fo r a c a d e m ic affairs b eg in ning July 1. G in 
g erish w ill n o t have a h a n d in h irin g th e d e a n s fo r th e C o lle g e o f H u m a n itie s a n d S o c ia l S c ie n ce s a n d th e S c h o o l o f Business.

K ristie C a tta fi

Assistant News Editor

A new provost was approved a t the Board
ofTrustees meeting last week, but the search
still continues to replace two deans for the
College of Humanities and Social Sciences as
well as the School of Business.
Dr. Willard Gingerich, appointee as pro
vost and vice president for academic affairs,
will begin working on July 1.
The current Provost and vice president
for academic affairs, Dr. Richard Lynde, will
be retiring after 38 years at MSU, (the last
21 of which were spent as provost), on the
same day.
The nation wide search started last sum
mer and ran throughout the fall. “We did
some interviewing, but the nationally based
pool wasn’t as large as we hoped it would be,”
Lynde said.
“One of the problems encountered
throughout the interview process is that the
deans report to the provosu, and Lad '■ell
them th at I was leaving this spring,” Lynde
said. “It is difficult when you do not know
who your boss will be.”
This problem has now been resolved with
the hiring of Gingerich. “The changes and
development of a growing faculty and gradu
ate program are very exciting as a provost,”
Gingerich said.

Last Thursday, at the Board of Trustees
meeting, an executive search firm was ap
proved to help assist in the selection process.
“A search firm is typically not done at
MSU,” Lynde said. “Since no one was found
yet, we are going to use one now.”
The search firm will help get the word out
about the available positions, but MSU will
Uiake the final screening and decision, Lynde
explained.
The interview process is slated to begin
later this spring, beginning with phone in
terviews. “From the phone calls, we hope
to bring in three to five candidates,” Lynde
said.
“The [search firm] knows who is available
and who will be good for us,” Lynde said. The
search will begin immediately. If the search
is not complete by next fall, an alternative
would be to have an interim dean until a per
manent one is found.
As of now, Gingerich does not have a say
in choosing the new deans. He will, however,
be able to make comments on the candidates
like the rest of the faculty.
“We are not going to hire anyone he didn’t
feel comfortable with,” Lynde said. Lynde
was a member of the chemistry faculty staff
before becoming provost. “There have been a
lot of changes over 38 years.” Lynde said.
Lynde had a hand in the hiring of 72 per
cent of the faculty on campus, half of whom

were hired in the past seven to eight years.
“As provost, my functions are faculty and cur
riculum,” Lynde said.
“The potential for the graduate and doc
torate programs are ju st beginning to be
realized, and I want to be a key part in the
strategic plan,” Gingerich said.
There are currently four doctoral programs
at MSU, and more to come, said Lynde.
There are now more opportunities for the
faculty, who can teach while pursuing their
own scholarship.
“MSU is a very dynamic institution, and is
probably the most dynamic in the nation,” Dr.
Gingerich said.
Alan Oppenheim, current dean of the
School of Business, will return to teaching on
the MSU faculty after 11 years as dean. Op
penheim came to MSU to teach in 1973, at
which time the School of Business was called
Administrative Sciences.
“It is time to give someone else a chance,”
he said. “I always wanted to teach.”
Claire Taub is currently the interim dean
for CHSS after teaching for the past 15 years
in Communications Sciences and Disorders.
She was asked by the provost last year to
act as dean until a replacement was found.
After her year-long contract is up after the
spring semester, she will return to teaching.
Dr. Gingerich is currently the provost at
Fairleigh Dickenson University.

Physical Disturbance in U. Hall Comp. Lab
Ja d d e Z y g a d lo

AssistantN
ew
sEditor

At 3:15 p.m. on Feb. 7, University Police
were called to the computer lab on the fifth
floor of University Hall, in response to a stu
dent who had lost control of his temper while
a t the printers.
According to Lt. Kieran B arrett of Uni
versity Police, “One student shouted and
pushed another student for no apparent rea
son, other than th at he had been waiting at

the printer and wanted to get past the other
student.” The student he pushed was in the
graduate program.
The student screamed, “Move!” at the
graduate student When the graduate stu
dent asked the student whom he was talk
ing to, he responded by pushing him, which
resulted in the graduate student asking
someone at the main desk to call the police.
University Police arrived within one minute
of the report, construing the incident as ha
rassment.
The person who was pushed did not want

to press charges; however, the student who
caused the commotion was escorted out of
the building.
He later told the police he has ongoing an
ger issues and has a hard lame dealing with
people.
“Community members need to be cogni
zant th at such behavior is not acceptable in
a university setting and may lead to crimi
nal charges or university discipline charges.
Counseling and Psychological Services can
always help if you are having difficulties
controlling anger,” stated Barrett.

Montclair State University’s students and
faculty are now beginning to experience what
may be a more-than-three-month discomfort
as a repercussion of the closure of College
Hall’s main entrance bridge.
Last week, staff from Design and Construc
tion performed an inspection and concluded
that there were various issues that made the
bridge potentially unsafe. As a result, the
university decided to close it off for immedi
ate repairs, mindful of sustaining everyone’s
safety.
“We became aware of the need to perform
the repairs late last week, and since the
safety of our students, staff and visitors is
our first priority, we opted to start the proj
ect now, rather than wait,” said Tim Carey,
assistant vice president for facilities services,
in response to why the university chose to
perform the repairs during the semester as
opposed to one of the breaks.
Carey also noted that “the repairs will re
quire an engineering analysis, which will be
followed by the actual repairs. We hope that
the entire process will not take more than 2-3
months.”
The bridge was altered and widened ap
proximately 15 years ago to provide a better
pathway from the university’s 100-year-old
building, College Hail, to the rest of the rap
idly growing campus.
The wide variety of student services offices
th at the building houses, including the regis
trar, bursar, financial aid, and undergraduate
and graduate admissions, as well as adminis
trative offices like human resources, all show
the building’s necessity for everyone.
Some believe that the lack of the entrance
on the north side makes for inconvenient
travel to the other entrances on the east,
west and south sides of the facility.
“Living in Freeman [Hall], I used to use
the bridge as a shortcut to get to the rest of
the campus,” said Almog Barshishat, a senior
psychology major who shares a similar view
with many other students. “It was so much
more convenient than using the side door.”
Almog also said that the safety of everyone
is crucial; he added, however, “I don’t [know]
why the repairs are [going] to take so long. I’d
figure about two or three weeks.”
“Inconvenient as the bridge closure may
be to the students that use College Hall of
ten. I think it’s a good thing that our school
recognizes the safety of its students, and the
new renovated bridge that they’ll build will
make the south part of the campus look even
better,” stated Jeffery Sze, a junior business
management major.”
“There will be an entirely new concept cur
rently being developed for the bridge,” Carey
said. If all goes well, Montclair State Univer
sity will continue to secure the safety of all
of its students, faculty and visitors, and its
primordial building may, in as soon as two or
three months, be in the shadow of the newly
reinvented bridge.
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2 F ire s
1 F a lse A larm

Responses Threatened by Inclement
Weather

K ristie C a ttafi

Assistant News Editor

Duygu Atacan | The Montdarion
D e sp ite the icy ro ad c o n d itio n s , fire d ep a rtm en ts re sp o n d ed to th ree a la rm s o n W e d n e s 
day.

With Wednesday’s two garbage can fires
in Blanton and Partridge Hall, as well as the
fourth pulled fire alarm in Bohn Hall this
year, there is a serious problem, Robert Fer
rara, director of fire safety, said.
In the early hours of Wednesday morning,
the alarm in Blanton, caused by a garbage
can fire, sent three people to the hospital to
be treated for smoke inhalation.
The fire was set off on the third floor in
the trash room. It was “suspicious in nature,”
Ferrara said.
In Partridge Hall, later th at same night,
the fire alarm went off due to another trash
can-related incident.
Peter Major, a sophomore, was in the third
floor men’s restroom at the time of the inci
dent.
“Two to three people walked in the bath
room at the same time as me,” Major ex

plained. “When I walked out of the stall, I
saw th at the garbage can was on fire.”
The Partridge Hall garbage can fire was
also intentionally started, Ferrara said.
“I didn’t smell smoke until I walked out of
the bathroom stall and saw the flames com
ing from the garbage,” Major said.
State fire marshals investigated the scene
but to n e d it back over to the university later
th at night. No one was hospitalized.
“We need to get the message out,” Ferrara
said. “To have the fire departm ent called last
night over a false alarm in the dangerous
road conditions is serious.”
Anyone who has any information regard
ing the two garbage can fires and numerous
fire alarms is urged to come forward and no
tify the university police department at (973)
655-5222.
“Stop the silly nonsense; you are putting
a lot of people in danger,” Ferrara said. “It
is an inconvenience to residents and is not a
joke.”

Rec. Center Delayed, Again
Facility to Open By Spring Break, Two Years Past Original Projection
Bernad ette M a rc in ia k

Arts and Entertainment Editor

The as of yet incomplete Recreation Cen
ter, which was last scheduled to open on Dec.
15,2007, now has a projected Feb. 26 date of
completion, according to Associate Vice Pres
ident of University Facilities Greg Bressler.
After Feb. 26, an estimated two-week pe
riod will still be needed to move everything
in and prepare the center for an official open
ing.
The delay comes from the failure of the
replacement contractor to complete the
building on time.
“[The contractor] simply didn’t coordinate
the work,” Bressler said.
The Rec. Center has already undergone
multiple delays, including the termination
of Controlled Construction Inc.’s agreement
with the university last spring, when it was
determined that their job was being per
formed inefficiently.
Construction did not begin again until
June 2007, as the contractor team had to be
reassembled.
Among the uncompleted projects are elec
trical work, the counter in the lobby, the pool
filter system and the decorative stair enclo
sure.
An identification system whereby stu
dents will use their swipe cards to get into
the building is also being installed.
Facilities is waiting for construction to be
completed before having the gym equipment
shipped. Bressler estimates that they will
start shipping the needed furnishings within
the next week or two.
Only 30 to 40 percent of the equip
ment will be used on the ground floor, said
Bressler. The rest will be placed upstairs, ne
cessitating the use of the elevator. However,
the elevator still has not been inspected, and

therefore cannot be used.
Holly Gera, director of Intercollegiate
Athletics, said part of the delay is being able
to find inspectors to come and examine the
building. However, the number of inspectors
is finite in the state of New Jersey, making it
difficult.
“We’re working very hard to get every
thing completed,” she said. “We’re just trying

to tie up the loose ends.”
Gera said th at as long as everything goes
according to plan, she does not anticipate
this process taking more than two weeks.
“We will tay and have the center open as
soon as possible after the turnover.”
The delay on the Rec. Center is not ex
pected to have an effect on the renovation of
Panzer Gymnasium, which will close for 10

months starting in March, sending all of its
activities and collegiate athletes to the Cen
ter.
Gera says th at both projects are moving
at the appropriate pace and th at the Rec.
Center will open before Panzer closes.
“We’re very excited about this new facil
ity ... it’s a tremendous addition to our uni
versity,” Gera said.

Justina Villanueva | The Montdarion
T he lon g -aw aited o p e n in g o f th e R ec. C e n te r is b e in g d ela y ed fo r such p ro jects as a p o o l filte r system , d e c o ra tiv e stair e n c lo su re a n d
sw ip e -ca rd se cu rity system . T h e c o m p le tio n d a te has been p u sh ed b a c k to Feb. 2 6
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The Margaret and Herman Sokol Science Forum
Presents

March 12,2008
3 p.m.
Principal Seminar • Sokol Seminar Room (Science Hall)
Andr s Edwards, founder and president of EduTracks and author of The S u stain ab ility Revolution: Portrait o f a Paradigm S h ift

4 p.m.
Student meeting with Andr s Edwards • Sokol Seminar Room (Science Hall)
The first 20 students who sign up and attend will receive a copy of Edwards’ book The Sustainability Revolution
Student meeting with Michael Oppenheimer • Room 232 (Richardson)
The first 20 students who sign up and attend will receive a copy of the Intergovernm ental Panel on
Clim ate Change Fourth Assessm ent Report
If interested in attending the afternoon events, please em ail addisont@ m ail.m ontclair.edu o r c a ll ext. 5352.

A keynote presentation followed by a panel discussion with leaders from industry, government and science,
moderated by NPR Science Correspondent, Ira Flatow

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

M Q D ERAT OR

Michael Oppenheimer, Ph.D.

Ira Flatow

Member of the Nobel Peace Prize-winning

|H

| t . NPR Science Correspondent,

Intergovernmental Committee on Climate

host of “Talk of the Nation:

Change and Albert G. Milbank Professor of

Science Friday,” author and
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in green buildina and sustainability education

Michael Oppenheimer, Ph.D.
Commissioner of the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection (NJDEP)
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Tickets for the 7 p.m. presentation, which are lim ited, are free to M ontclair State students,

staff and alumni and $10 for alt others. To order tickets call 973-655- 5112.
The College of Science and M athem atics • csam .m ontclair.edu
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Continued From Page 1

not know the cause for it breaking at this
time "Watkins said.
In addition to Tuesday’s flood in Universi
ty Hall, there are now leaks in the roof in two
areas: over the main staircase and another
over room 5018. “The roof is under warranty.
We called All-Ply Roofing company to make
repairs,” Watkins said.
On the ground level of the Student Center,
there are also leaks in the hallway window
ceiling. The glass ceiling uses rubber and
other sealing materials to prevent leaking
and to fix damages, Watkins explained.
Typical protocol for cleaning the aftermath
of the flood in University Hall was followed,
explained Tim Carey, assistant vice president
for facilities services.
“The carpets were extracted by Montclair
State University staff. Due to the size of the
wet spot, dehumidifiers and numerous fans
were uSed, with the carpets being sanitized
and deodorized,” said Carey.
Since the flood was large, a contractor was
called in to assist with the clean-up. The area
needed to be cleaned using, heavy-duty shop
vacuums, Carey said. “In smaller areas, we
would not normally need a contractor and
can do it ourselves,” he said.
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From left to right: Police
blockaded the main en
trance o f University Hall;
buckets were used to hold
leak water in the Student
Center; the U. Hall evacu
ation caused hundreds o f
students to wait outside
or in the Student Center
Annex.
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Student Voice of Montclair State University
Since 1928.” The newspaper did not run its
Jan. 24 print edition and is on its third week
working through a partial budget release —
only publishing and office supply transfers
are honored.
“We’re pleased th at the SGA is rescind
ing its request,” said Edward Barocas, legal
director for the AGLU of New Jersey and
attorney for The Montclarion. “We have al
ways, of course, recognized and known that
the SGA had no authority
to obtain the documents
it requested.”
During his report,
Chicken implied that the
remaining two allega
tions against The Mont
clarion — the “unau
thorized” hiring of legal
counsel and subsequent
use of student funds for
his services — were still
in question, with a resolu
tion pending a soon-to-bearranged mediation. Chicken did not return
calls for comment and left the. general ses
sion early.
Although he told The Montclarion on Jan.
22 th at the account hold would lift with the
turnover of the correspondence, he declined
to explain what the SGA still seeks now that
the issue of the private documents is off the
table.
Chicken’s Nov. 30 release of Sal M. Anderton’s services was the culmination of a string
of coincidences. On Nov. 14, Montclarion Editor-in-Chief Karl de Vries publicly declared
that the SGA’s closed session was illegal and
on Nov. 15, Chicken made a first attem pt to
fire Anderton, in a termination letter sent to
his firm’s old address.
Nov. 14 was the first of several requests by
Chicken for the correspondence with Ander
ton.
On Nov. 29, The Montclarion exposed a
behind-closed-doors decision by Chicken to
shut down the operations ofWMSC, the cam
pus radio station, in a punitive action that
was not addressed with his advisors, the leg
islature or the attorney general. On Nov. 30,
a second attem pt to contact Änderten was
successful.
Anderton had been advising the newspa
per for nearly a year regarding its quest to
have the SGA comply with state sunshine
laws. He also provided general counsel on

various matters.
The Montclarion and Anderton refused
the request on the basis th at the relationship
existed only between the newspaper and An
derton, despite the parent status of the SGA
over The Montclarion. Money for Anderton’s
$5,000 retainer was from the “Montclarion
Legal Fees” line item in the SGA operating
budget, under the prior SGA administration.
The $5000 was paid at once in April 2007
and was approved by then SGA president
Angelo Lilia and treasurer
M aria Soares.
“ ... [A]n agreement was
made between the law
firm and The Montclarion,
which clearly delineates
the law firm’s responsi
bilities towards The Mont
clarion,”reads a letter that
Lilia addressed to the cur
rent legislature two weeks
ago. “By doing this, the
SGA wàived all rights to
any further involvement
beyond the financial responsibilities of the
legal representation.”
Lilia affirmed that both the agreement
with and payment ofAnderton was approved
and executed properly — refuting the Chick
en administration’s charges and contesting
their actions.
Christopher Michie, a cooperating attorney
of the ACLU who has officially represented
The Montclarion since Saturday, established
in a Jan. 30 letter to Chicken reasons why
the attorney-client privilege was exclusive to
The Montclarion and Anderton.
Michie wrote, "... the law" is abundantly
clear th at an attorney’s duty is to his client
- in this case The Montclarion — regardless
of the source of the funds used to retain his
services.”
Director for the Center of Student In
volvement and SGA financial advisor Fatima
deCarvalho is organizing the mediation that
was the compromise passed by the legislature
in the SGA meeting On Jan. 30. It was more
than five hours long and comprised mostly of
Montclarion-related debate.
The term s of the decision called for a
conflict-resolution session between the two
organizations with attorneys present. Pro
fessor Barbara Nagle, associate professor in
the political science and law department, is a
certified mediator and was asked by the ad
ministration to conduct the proceedings.

“Lilia affirmed that
both the agreement
with and payment
of Anderton was
approved and
executed properly”

Continued From Page 1
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standing by ... adhering to all rules and “more like divisions” w ithin a company, and
regulations of the SGA and the University.” th at Chicken, as the equivalent of the SGA’s
“In Article XII, The Montclarion claims CEO, “divests certain powers to other -indi
viduals.”
to be above these rules,” Liberty said.
He said Karl de Vries, ‘ Montclarion
SGA Attorney General Joe Specchio said
he told Liberty th at their position had no rel Editor-in-Chief, serves as more of a “Chief of
evance and th at if they did determine that Press” to Chicken than the president of his
Article XII was in violation of SGA rules, own organization.
Liberty said ikut 'Flit MonicLnion has its
they should have waited to address it when
The Montclarion seeks charter renewal in | editorial freedom and th at the SGA grants
it to them. He does not believe th at The
theeom ing weeks.
Speech» believes it’s a response to The Montclarioris editorial freedom will be in
Montclarioris persistence in its attem pt to jeopardy under the SGA, because the SGA
get thé SGA to comply with the New Jersey makes the moral decision to not interfere.
“It would be unethical if they did,” said
State Open Public Meetings Act.
Specchio spoke at Wednesday’s legisla i Liberty.
The SGA Judicial Branch includes
tive meeting to establish th a t the Article XII
ruling did not invalidate The Montclarioris Liberty, Bess Eckstein, Gieselle Birch
and Joseph Christensen. Liberty, as Chief
constitution entirely.
SGA president Ron Chicken did not Justice-elect,. delivered the decision and
; rationale a t Wednesday’s meeting.
respond to calls for comment.
lib erty and Eckstein are in their first
The “Constitutional Privileges” item has
been approved every year since at least the year in the SGA, mid are returning justices •
2000-2001 academic year, during the char from last semester. Christensen is in his
first semester in the SGA and Birch was a
ter renewal process.
Liberty said that SGÂ organizations are legislator in previous semesters.

Ronald f , Chicken
SGA President

S tu d en t Governm ent A s s o

c ia t io n

,

Montclair Slate University
Student Center Annex Km 103
Montclair, NJ 07043
(973) 655-4202 Fax (973) 655-7433
Sga@maiLmontclair.edu .

2/12/08
Dear Mr. de Vries,
On behalf of the SGA Executive Baard I wanted to speak with you about our upcoming
Mediation Session. In several verbal and printed statements you have made it clear that the
Montclarion is not willing to hand over any correspondence in their possession, pertaining to Sal
Anderton. 1 understand this to be the main point we disagree on. In past correspondence with
you I have explained the Executive Board’s view of the matter, and we understand the position
that the Montclarion has taker.
Considering the fact that both parties are holding strong positions in this Situation, the
Executive1Board has decided to drop its request for the correspondence. We do not feel it would
be beneficial to the students to spend their fees on court costs to clear up this matter. As I have
stated in the past I am confident in the student leadership at Montclair State, and know that we
can resolve our conflicts within our student organization.
If you would still like to meet and discuss issues to keep communication open at a
mediation session, I would love to Sit down with you. I think it would be most beneficial if
perhaps just you and I met with two mediators. Please let me know your thoughts on the
situation. I look forward to hearing from you when you get the chance.
Sincerely,

Ron Chicken
Student Government Association President
Cc: SGA Executive Board, Director of C.S.I., Dean of Students', SGA Attorney General, Vice
President for Student Development and Campus Life

‘‘Take a Crack a t Som ething New! "
Join SG A!

T h e Mo n t c l a r io n

MSUFeature@gmaH.com
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Would You
Trade 43
Minutes lor 43
Years?
R o b G ilb e r t P h .D .

Department of Exercise Science and Physical
Education

If you give me 43 minutes of your time
— I’ll give you 43 years of my life!
It took me 43 years to write a book on
college success. Why 43 years? Before I
wrote the book, I had to do some research.
Forty-three years of research. F irst I was an
undergraduate student, then a grad student
and finally a professor. I was a residence
hall resident and a residence hall director. I
was an athlete and a coach. I attended orien
tation as a new student, and I also presented
orientation programs as a professor. You get
the idea.
Along the way, I failed and I succeeded; I
made a lot of mistakes — and I had a lot of
fun as well
I put everything I’ve learned in the pages
of How to Have Fun Without Failing Out:
430 Tips from a College Professor. It took
me 43 years to write my book. It’ll take you
about 43 minutes to read it. Here are some
of the most im portant tips:
Tip # 6

It’s not good enough to do your best. In order
to really succeed, you have to do whatever
it takes.

D o u g la s M c I n ty re

ChiefCopy Editor

Tip # 7

College is hard. If it were easy, everyone
would have a college degree. To become a
college graduate, you’ll have to experience a
certain amount of pain. You have a choice:
either you can experience the pain of dis
cipline, or you can experience the pain of
regret.
Tip #16

Stop making excuses. S tart working hard
er.
Tip # 8 7

Always show up early; something good is
bound to happen.
Tip # 81

The most im portant thing is to make the
most im portant thing the most important
thing.
Tip # 8 7

Don’t oversleep — you snooze, you lose!
Tip # 8 9

Energy management is even more impor
tan t than time management. Conserve your
energy by getting adequate sleep, eating
healthy foods and using stress-reduction
techniques.
Tip # 9 9

Review, review, review.
Tip # 1 8 0

Every semester, take one course simply
because it interests you, not because it ful
fills a requirement.
Tip #180

Reading is not retaining. Ju st because
you’ve read something doesn’t mean you’ve
retained it. If you read something and don’t
remember it, it doesn’t m atter that you’ve
read it.
Tip #181

The first rule of retention: Pay attention!
Continued on Page 8

The "strictest English teacher will tell bis or her
P students never to use a double negative, always to put
j* an V a t the end of a regular verb in the th ird person
F and never to use the word “be” in its raw form with a
B ik u ^ e c t Those teachers are stressing the importance
if ' "of formal Standard English, a highly im portant lanB ||g u ag e to be able to use successfully to function in the
E h mdem American world.
.
However, the modem American world also accepts
r e differences in dialect. Those- in New England tan
rail something “tunic” th at those in Chicago would
^ E |à ll,epop” and those close to home refer to as “soda”
K1 These kinds of differences are generally accepted and
jjj|5 pften considered cute, like the dropping of “to be” from
r “needs to be finished” so common to certain western
*< f!enns^vanian dialects.
Far from being considered cute, howeveryone diaj& ie c t is often viewed negatively by much of American
though it is used throughout th e country.
-. “Ebonics,” also referred to as African American
» Vernacular English, is called a dialect by American
MSB111 linguists.
k ■ " The dialect actually formed based on the structure
L, Of the languages spoken by native Africans, likely
¡¡I one of the Bantu languages of West Africa, as applied
jfefo'the English vocabulary when slaves were brought
p t o the country, according to the Center for Applied
G Linguiotics.
rThe Bantu languages have sim ilar phrase strueIjjiu re s as English, such as the subject-yerb-objeet
K sentence order, with fewer prepositions and function
■ w o rd s. Sòme linguists, according to pbs.org, do argue
p h i s origin.
B
Rather than representing a “lazy” English speaker
I who refuses to learn Standard English, the use of
» flb o n ics signifies a connection to roots;. _
H | Ebonics, Jike formal Standard Enghsh, actually
rfeom es with very strict rules. There are rules of phoL nology (sounds) ju st as there are for syntax, or sentence structure. Like most English speakers, however,
fceguM a’t ted you what these rules asm even though

they are able to apply them perfectly.
One specific rule, often applied by even the most
insistent Standard English speaker, is to drop tlH
“g” sound in words th at end in “-ing,” as in “I was
walkin’ down the street.”
Many languages do not contain the
English sounds made by the “th” spelling as in “this”
and “thin.” As a result, some dialects, like Ebomci,
will simplify the pronunciation. The rules of Ebonies!
shift the hard “th” at the beginnings of w o rd sy 1 ||||
“these” and change it to a “d” sound: “dese ” The softr
“th” becomes a “t” sound: “tumb.” Also, a t the ends
and in the middle of words, these sounds beccme i «
and “f,” respectively, as in “wifbut” instead of
out” and “have” instead of “bathe.”
Finally, Ebonics drops the 'unusual “F* sound ¡¡1
English after vowels, changing it to an o p O # t^ »
sound. Thus, “brother” is changed into “bruva* Thif,
is also quite common in other American
example being Southern English.
■. Pronunciation rules are not the only ones th a t are
different from those of Standard English- Syntactic
rules, or rules on hove to make sentences andptam ?:
es, determine the structure of the things people say...
Ebonics allows for the “double negative” — use o ftw £
negative forms in one sentence, w in
n o fu lesj
An im portant rule about Ebonic structure
includes the habitual “be.” Ebonics shows a differ
ence between a present tense verb about something
th at happens once and something th at happens con
tinually. For example, “They are actin’ tough” means |
th at they are a t this point behaving tough, perhaps
for a specific situation, but “They be actin’ tough”
means they are always behaving like tough gag®.
Ebonics also simplifies verb conjugation. English
present tense requires th at singular third-person
verbs — the verbs following “he,” “she” and “it”
— receive an “s” a t the end (ie. “I walk” vs. “she
walks”). In Ebonics, “she walk” is the correct form.
While using the phrase “how she move” in a essay
will not earn you an A w ith said English teaeher, ft
still applies to a dialect in which tsentence is correct,
and does not merely show a speaker who does not
understand grammatical i
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Monday , Feb. 18
Sunday, Feb. 17
i
.M en in Spandex duke* N icl Chocolate
D elights
3
IT out
23

•
i

:

•fir

CCSI and Student Life bring you ¿ ¡L in that post-Valentine's Day se a -«

•

I I I I 81

M»« * • • # 1 7

ip
Friday, Feb. 15
w*
J»
A ‘N lte’ of Fun and
»§•
Excitement
.................
- __ 1«•

T hubsday, Feb. 14
*§•
•I*
Buy a Daie : D bink some *§•
Jp
Coffee
» #

■ •T h e ASSIST” charity whores are back anff « • T h e bi-semester coup d'état of the Student
» •better than ever this w eek w ith their annual « • C en ter known as Red Hawk Nite is hap1 » Valentine's Day Coffeehouse in the SC Rath. •iL p e n in g this Friday. Nearly every room of the
|L S w in g by at 9 p.m. to enjoy free food and « • b u ild in g w ill be jam-packed with organiza■ •drinks, or to buy a date from their auction, • «tions offering free, fun entertainment to
jj* including members of the band Los Huevos. « •stu d en ts. The party starts at 9 p.m.
• •

n
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Satubday, Feb. 16
Leabning to be a Leadeb

3
••

•
• ¡• T o follow up the fall weekend retreat, the SGA •§
« • is sponsoring their spring semester Leadership
«•Conference this Saturday. The day-long event
« • w ill take place on the fourth floor of the
«•Student Center, starting at 9 a.m., and is open

«

« • t o reps from all organizations.
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Tuesday, Feb. 19 -f93
Wednesday, Feb. 20
U
•;•
Everyone is bight: • p Censobship is good
W i

YOU BE DUMB

•|*

SOMETIMES

BProve them wrong by com ing to- ««»•S ponsored by Delta Sigma Theta,,

Ome
presen- J u a forum w ill be held in Student
¡Las close to the ring as hum anly J L son. it's only right to co n tin u e « E th e Lambda Tau Omega
¡Lpossible this Sunday, as they air « » in du lg ing your sweet tooth. A n d « O a tio n of "Are You Smarter than JjuCenter room 419 at 7 p.m. this
gW W E's Pay Per View présenta-« » w h a t better way to do so th a n « # 5th Grader?" this Tuesday night «^Wednesday addressing the N- • |
¡Ltion of "N o Way O u r in th e p ^ b v consuming chocolate-covered« y a t 7 p.m. in the Rath. It w ill « « / o rd and its effects. Good? Bad? M
#Rath. Starting at 8 p.m., see all «Lfruit? Com e to the Rath at 8 p.m. j j ¡^require all of your trivia skills, b ut« »You decide. There is sure to be an
yo u rJLin te n se discussion as Black History m
¡« o u r favorite wrestling stars b e a t« » th is Monday, and the members o f«
it can jC M onth com es to a close. -Jessica «
D h e tar out of one another for you r «LLam bda Theta Phi w ill cram so m e «
« •
iozak
^amusement. W hat is better than jLse x-re la te d food into your mouth. J

•j

E v jo l^œ ?JK D S w eL ? N rth m g ^
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Overheard
MONTCLAIR
VALENTINE’S DAY EDITION
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS T O

ABIES (M arch 81-April
80)
There will Ih- a lot of dog»
■ howling outside of yom
window at nighl, ki tping
you awake Just throw a shoe at them. You
can get it back in the morning, and they
can’t throw it back, because they have no
thumh-.,
TAURUS (A pril 81-May
20)
That person youve been
| drooling over nince fresh
man year will finally notice you and agree
to go out. Don’t screw up. no m atter what
anyone around you says This is what you've
been waiting fur
■ GEMINI (M ay S i-Jan e
81)

There wall lx- an influx
of money m your future
■ Don't a.~k where it came
from, hut k e e p an eye on where it’s going
Don't buy that stuff that fell off the truck
this week Splurge lor legitimate food
I

GANGER (Jo n s 22-Jaly
88)

1 know you want, to hide
in yuur tJiell. (tab-man.
hut you can't hide irom
love It already knows where you live, and it
is coming at you fast. Be a little more open
— unless a seagull is nearby, because they'll
,
.
eafcvou.
, ,

Lr\ to weasel their way nut of a tough spot
by using the holiday, but you won’t stand
for th at kind of shiz Stop them dead in
their tracks, and make them give you crane
answers You wear the pants

CAPRICORN (Dee. 22Jan . 20)

M SU FiA T O R «#G M A IL C O M

I S.PINT THREE m ourn GET
TING READY FOR. A DATE I

There will he a great
power struggle at work
• •
Rally your troops, and
K
ii
Remember, it is not fight to tin- df ath lor what you believe. Just
remember to watch your back at the water
socially acceptable to rip
Hsraneont-n face off. I'nlens cooler, and don't eat the bodies of the dead.
they are really annoying I know you’re Because ew.
stressed out. hut try not to be a Mecca-luna
AQUARIUS (Ja n . 81tic or a Debbie Downer No one likes Debbie
Feb. 19)
Wah \Vah
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.
22 )

■

l ib r a

(S ept. 83-Oet.

88 )
Finally, all those years of
H setting your alarm and
watch ahead to capitalize
on being punctual will pay off Someone will
notice! Too bad it will be the lunch lady at
the cafeteria Keep at it!
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nor.
88)
No one is going to win
your little melodramatic
scuffles, so just drop it
Thii isn’t M i M} Children, and you are not
Susan Lucci. Accept the fact that you live
a mundane life, and lie happy with your
mundane lover.
SAGITTARIUS
83-Dec. 81)

jp 'r * * * * " %

Say goodbye to that sad,
dnproi-sed you Its time
to emlu.ice a new stage
of your life with happiness and fluffy bun
rues and rainbow kisses. But before you get
caught up in guuidnip di earns, remember to
keep your feet on the ground.
PISCES (Feb. 80-M arch

83-Ang.

Your loved one might

you’re all about sticking it w the Man and
all that, but take it down a notch and do

pea. Listen, ! know

N E!VER EVEN WENT O N BUT
MY THIGHS LOOK BANGIN'.
If

IT'S SOMETHING YOU WANT
TO BE SHOT WITH ON
VALJMRftE'S DAY.
BATS HLAVL MORE
MALS THAN.ANY OTHER
SPECIES. THIS EXPLAINS
BATMAN J | d R § 1 ^ RELA* ffo N S H lP .
HE CAME OVER LAST NIGHT
AND WAN I t U lO DO II. BUT

Had thing-, happened in
the past, but look to the
■ new. Others might tiy to
hold you back, hut vou know its time to get
back on lh at hor«e. And rido it. Hard All
night long A« long a- yon don't regret it m
the morning ■ i f l t 's Yoor B irthday
This Week:

IT WAS LATE, AND WOULD
HAVE ENDED C ^ K Y .
MY LOVE IS LIKE FREEMAN'S
PLUMBING. MOSTLY l RUN
COLD, BUT O jK :i A WEEK !
B° 9 r a F

(Nov.

lie said thin, you did
th at, wo know how it

LEO (Ju ly

something Sitting on your mom’s couch isn't
exactly rebellion.

You will be looked to
by your l o t « ones
as a guiding light, so
I think Messiah There
will also bo some things about w o # and a
career a « your (stare, but that stuff isn’t

SAVE ME A FEW VAGINA POPS
FOR MY i r f B u R T O l D i .

Sam Ghermanr M me Montdarion
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5 TIPS FOR STAYING FIT WHILE GETTING TIPSY
R achel Britten

Staff Writer

It’s a common dilemma. You are watching your weight, but you want to go out for some drinks. You’d like
to have a good time without worrying about alcohol ruining your diet. What do you do? Even though alcohol
is usually strictly forbidden on diets, there are ways to party and have some fun without breaking the calorie
bank. The key is moderation. Of course, if you go out drinking every night, there w ill be consequences to pay.
However, following these tips may help you keep your figure in tip-top shape.

C O U N TIN G
c a L o rie s
Wondering how many calories*
are fizzing in your rum and Coke?

W atch your mixers.

Find out below:

• Vodka or rum is typically about 100 calories per shot, which is 1.5 ounces. That doesn't
give you a lot of room for high calorie fruit juices or sugary sodas. Many drinks are high in calories
because of what they're mixed with. According to Forbes.com, one margarita can have as many as
740 calories. Long island iced teas are just as bad.. Forbes says they will put you back 780 calories
a drink! The rule of thumb is to stick with low-calorie mixers. Order up a rumand Diet Coke, vodka
and seltzer with lime or a drink made with low-calorie juice. If you’re looking for something fancier,
Forbes suggests a mojito (160 calories per drink) or a Cosmopolitan (roughly 150).

L ite h e e r (12 oz.)

95-136 cal.
R um a n d D ie t C oke (8 oz.)

Beer is not in the clear.
One regular beer can put you back about 150 calories. Lite beers are only slightly better
— they typically run about 100-110 calories per drink. Askmen.com lists a few low-calorie
beers such as Pabst Extra Lite Low Alcohol (67 calories per 12 oz. serving), Molston Lite (82
calories for the same amount) and Anheuser Busch Natural Lite (95 calories). The biggest
problem with beer is that it doesn't have a high alcohol content, so you would typically have to
drink a lot more to get buzzed than with other drinks. The calories add up fast, so if you love
beer, but can’t give it up, stick to lite and limit how many you drink.

C h am p ag n e (5 oz.)

106-120 cal.
Red o r w h ite w ine (5 oz.)

B eer (12 oz.)

150-198 cal.
M a rtin i (2.5 oz.)

Lighten up at meals.

Rum a n d C o k e (8 oz.)

Ifyou knowyou’re going to have a big night of drinking coming up, make sure eat a little less
throughout the day. Do not starve yourself or skip any meals, but moderate your food intake.
If you're making a sandwich for lunch, prepare it open-faced or hold the mayo. Have a light
dinner offish orgrilled chicken. Make sure to eat enough so that you havefood inyour stomach
before drinking, though. You don’t want to end your night on the bathroomfloor.

V o d k a to n ic (7 oz.)

200 cal.
G in a n d to n ic (7 oz.)

Don't go too crazy.
It’s common sense. The more you drink, the more calories you consume. If you don’t want
to break your diet, stick to two or three drinks when you go out and try to prevent drinking
from becoming a daily habit. When you do go out, make your drinks count. Order something
with a higher alcohol content, like a vodka- or rum-based drink rather than beer. Since you’re
sticking to only two or three drinks,-pick those that’ll give you a little extra kick.

200 cal.
C osm opolitan (-4 oz.)

200 cal.
M a rg a rita (16 oz.)

L o n g Is la n d iced te a (8 oz.)

780 cal.

No Domino's!

After a night of drinking, you may not be thinking straight, and ordering a pepperoni pizza
and cheesy bread may sound like a great idea to you. Don’t do it! A common reason why
people gain weight when they drink is because they get the munchies and eat late at night.
According to a study by the University of Rochester, “alcohol lowers blood sugar levels [and] it
prevents sugarthat is normallystored inthe liver, as glycogen, from breaking down." Therefore,
hunger comes naturally when you consume alcohol. As much willpower as it may take, skip
the pizza, and eat a sensible dinner beforehand to ward off the drunk munchies. However, if
you can’t, have a sensible snack like light popcorn or a small peanut butter and jelly sandwich
on wheat bread.

Source: WebMD.com
*Calorie counts are based on
popular recipes but may vary
depending on ingredients and
portions.

Sani Gherman { The Montclarion
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Opinion Editor

UAASO held their fifth annual
Date Auction on Tuesday night in the
Student Center Ballrooms. Despite inclem
ent weather on the Montclair campus and
lower-than-expected turnout, the event
turned out to be UAASO’s most success
ful to date. Throughout the night, $826
was raised to benefit DAWN, the Domestic
Abuse Women’s Network. DAWN is a world
wide non-profit organization th at has been
around for almost 30 years, th at aids and
houses abused women. DAWN has hotlines
open th at received over 12,000 crisis calls
last year from over 1,300 cli
ents.
“We received a letter from
DAWN last year thank
ing us for the dona
tion,” said UAASO
Secretary Clarisse
■ ’ ■B
M adarang.
“We

BorelClass
(rushes Hake
S cn o o liB e a rà b lë

wanted to do even better this year.”
M adarang was auctioned off, along with
fellow UAASO member Melissa Castillo,
for $55. This large donation began the high
profits th at came in the rest of the night.
The previous record for a person or group
was $120. That record was broken twice on
Tuesday. Amounts of $140 and $125 had the
crowd ecstatic for the large amount of money
being raised.
The weather looked like it could have
affected the success of the night. “We had
over 30 people pre-registered to be auctioned
off,” said President Allen Yu, who helped co
host the event. Despite some no-shows, Yu
remained confident. Alongside Alexandra
Grace-Pamiloza, he kept the crowd excited
and laughing throughout the night. Many
jokes were told, including contestants being
sold for cents more than their previous bids.
The night was filled.with song and dance
numbers from UAASO members. Some of
the girls from the organization started the.
night off with a dance number. Later on, a
group of four organization members sang a
capella for the entire crowd.
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The event also tried to give people poten
tial dates for Valentine’s Day. Contestants
would be anndtmced and come on the stage.
As music played, they would walk down the
catwalk and pose'. Contestants then walked
to a microphone stand next to one of the
co-hosts, where they would say their name
and major. The co-hosts would then ask
contestants a random question, such as their
perfect date or the love song that represents
them the best. Bidding would then start at
$5 and escalate with each person’s raised
hand.
“This is all going to a great cause,” said
Yu. “We are helping aid women that have
been abused.”
One of the nicer moments of the night
occurred when a girl was bought for $50 by
alumnus Ronald Realubit. Realubit then
proceeded to come up to the stage and carry
the date he had won off the stage, a favorite
with the girls in the crowd. The girl Realubit
ended up buying was his actual girlfriend. “I
hope she doesn’t expect much from me now,”
he said. “That’s my Valentine’s Day gift to
-her.” _ .
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"I'll Take a Medium
Penis, Please"
Selling Erotic Lollipops w ith VOX:
Voices for Planned Parenthood
Peter Schaus
Managing Editor

This past Wednesday, the spirit of
Valentine’s- Day spread throughout the
Student Center. The Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship offeroi^'csaiij» incentive to who
ever could successfulh nhuut a stuffed mon
key through a heart-shaped target. “Health
Promotion” at the Drop-In^Cpnter offered a
list of healthy alternatives to drinking alone
in the dark for those who will be spending
this romantic holiday all b|k their lone
some. They (along with MAPS) fteo offered
chocolate and free condoms. VOX decided to
combine the two.
In a fundraiser for Planned Parenthood,
the Class III organization sold chocolate lol
lipops shaped like condoms, .sperm, penises,
vaginas and birth control. Two weeks ago,
the SGA legislature approved a bill by a twothirds majority to allow VOX to purchase the
erotic molds from Streichs.com. The website
specializes in X-rated molds like “Penis on a
Ritz Cracker” and “Hang in There Boobs,” as
well as seasonal fare, such as “High Flyin’
Ghost with Penis” (for Halloween), “Peter
Rabbit with Penis” (for Easter) and “Large
Santa with Penis” (for Christmas).
This past Sunday, the organization
cooked the treats in a surprisingly arduous
five-hour process. I wouldn’t be surprised
if none of them ever wanted to see a penis
or vagina (chocolate or flesh-covered) ever

agam.
In an attem pt to support a good cause and
document John and Jane Q. Red Hawks’ reac
tions when confronted with candy genitals, I
asked if I could tag along for the sale. After
citing my experience selling Easter candy for
JBoy Scouts, they agreed to let me participate.
In an ironic tw ist of events, the organi
zation set up shop on the table vacated by
the Chi Alpha C hristian Fellowship. I was
nervous at first by how well VOX would do
in close proximity to organizations peddling
sim ilar fare (as well as, surprisingly enough,
class rings and K atrina relief). It could have
easily turned into the birth control equiva-^
lent of the summer where Dante’s Peak and
Volcano went head to head. However, w H
they dropped those intricately detailed c l^ H j
late vaginas onto the table, I knew
the clear.
Most of the lollipops
but the sperm-shaped
Jen Frank, treasurer mB&CBi, win, rln.it «
such a significant m a l^ H H jH ^ H H B u t
was because they
They were more like roof
agents of reproduction, « p re ^ ^ y p p S ig e ,
however, were the so-called “large'jienises,”
which measured five inches from the base of
the chocolate testicles to the pink colored tip.
They sold fast, though, presumably because
they gave our male customers a much-needed
boost of self-confidence.
At first, I was surprised at how unfazed my
fellow students were about the sale. It seemed

Matthew M cC ullou gh | The M ontclarion
Here, signs displaying the various choices and prices o f the erotic lollipops decorated the front
o f VOX'S table during the fundraiser.

as if they were offered candy genitals on
a daily basis like hip-hop event flyers.
They would walk past, stare briefly at our
sign declaring “Vagina: $1” and keep on
going. We’d ask them if they wanted to buy
^chocolate birth control, apd they’d give us
te |^ h a n k s, I’m good” or "“Not today; I’m on
■ p i t . ” Then there’d be the people who’d
plop, roll their eyes, and say “Sperm? $2?
You guys are weird.”
We had people who were interested in
the chocolate but “didn’t know if they were
th at open” to devouring chocolate genitals
in a place as public as the SC Caf.
We also had people who were thrilled at
the idea, brought their friends by, offered us
“congratulations on the chocolate vaginas,”
but ultim ately bought nothing. “People are
usually so excited,” said VOX President
Ally Schechner-Kanofsky. “Maybe it’s the
weather?”
The weather outside was frightful, but
we did see a much-needed boost in sales
when common hour hit. The white choco

late sperm lollipops sold like hot cakes. The
biggest source of our customer base was SGA
members who wanted to indulge in some Xrated treats before enduring the sometimes
tedious student politics meeting. There were
also the occasional sorority girls who said
“buáfeptórol, too? These are too cute! You
guysare too cute! I’ll take a medium penis,
pleases We even got visits from several
professors, (tee promised to come back when
he had some change, and the other asked
us why we didn’t have |m y chocolate dental
dams.
>■
At the end of the day, the event was
deemed ! success, and énly few condom and
birth control lollipops'were left over. The
fundraiser will run through Thursday, Feb.
14, so make sure to step by the SC Lobby
from 1-3 p.m. if you want to be the envy
of your 2:30 anthropology class. And just
remember, anyone can get their girlfriend
chocolate for Valentine’s Day. But only a
select few can get their girlfriend vagina
chocolate for Valentine’s Day.

The guy I'm seeing is really well endowed. I'm really nervous about sleeping
with him. I'm afraid it will hurt. Should I say something about my fears?
-Phallophobic
K arl d e V rie s

Editor-in-Chief

Well endowed, you say?
Funny, I didn't know I had any
dates planned this week. (Cue pre
recorded studio laughter.) In any
event, it seems as if you have quite
the, well, large problem on your
hands (for lack of a better term).
As we fight our way through the in
evitable jungle of puns that await
us, allow us here at the laborato
ries of "He Said, She Said" to opine
on a subject that I have intimate
knowledge of.
Being conscious of the large
ly God-fearing, morally righteous
"He Said, She Said" readership, I'll

opt to use analogy here. When peo
ple buy a new baseball glove, they'll
find it to be stiff, almost unrespon
sive to their touch. Some methods
of "breaking in" the glove include
using lubricating oil and, with reg
ularity, throwing a baseball into it
back and forth. In time, people find
their baseball gloves to be accom
modating, pleasing to the touch and
capable of catching baseballs upon
request. (Some folks also toss it in
the microwave to soften it up, but
that's probably taking my point a bit
too far.)
Talking never hurts, espe
cially when, in this case, it's all rela
tive. Since it's unlikely that your first
experience with him will be reminis
cent of some of the more disturbing
moments from A Clockwork Orange,
I'm sure he'll be all ears. As they
say in the music business, try a little
tenderness.
On this Valentine's Day, your
thoughts shouldn't turn to worry, but
elation. Not every gal finds her beau,
and even if that's not the case here,
you might as well have fun while
Continued on Page 13

Justina V illa n u e v a

Graphics Editor

In response to your timely
query, Ms. Phallophobic, I must
pull a Karl and refer to two irrele
vant stories. The first is the story
of Mr. Hands, the horny man who
had sex with a horse and lost his
life. The second is of a man who
lost his penis in the reverse ex
change for one of a dead person.
The action that killed Mr.
Hands is available for international
viewing on a website that is much
similar to the TwoGirlsOneCup
phenomena. It is proof that be
ing hung like a horse will not lead
to the most pleasant experiences.
When Mr. Hands finished his gal
loping intake, he was rushed to
the hospital with severe colon
damage. As the sad story goes,
he could not be recovered. For
those with suicidal interests, New
Jersey is one of the few states
that do not prohibit bestiality (or
"inter-species erotica" for those
Kevin Smith admirers).
The man of story number
two was displeased with how low

he hung. He and his wife convinced
a team of doctors to proceed with
the first penis transplant. Techni
cally, the operation was a great
success. Blood vessels and nerves
of a dead man were correctly at
tached to a living man. Less than
two weeks later, however, Mr. and
Mrs. Meat Transplant realized they
could not live with the change. Af
ter demanding a reverse operation,
doctors complied, but the proce
dure failed, leaving Mr. Meat Trans
plant with a quarter of a hot dog to
spare. Man went from below aver
age, to nice, to "oh snap, where'd
it go?"
The moral of the two stories
Continued on Page 13

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS YOU WOULD LIKE ANSWERED BY OUR TEAM OF SEX AND RELATIONSHIP ADVISORS, SEND
AN E-MAIL TO MSUFEATURE@GMAIL.COM WITH "HE SAID, SHE SAID" IN THE SUBJECT LINE. .
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C O N C ES S IO N S
Irm ingard M ayer

Staff Writer

W eeks
One thing you will need to get used to
about being an intern in New York City
is an early bedtime. While everyone else
is out at Pub 46, you will be drifting off
to sleep. On this particular night, I was
trying to go to bed, but the echoes of Rock
Band from my upstairs neighbors were
distracting me. I finally began tp doze off
around 2 a.m. only to awake once more to
odd noises coming from outside. I looked
out my window to see, I kid you not, a few
guys pummeling a One Way road sign in to .
the bus stop kiosk outside. There went
my hopes for a night of peaceful slumber.
The next morning, w ith two full
hours of sleep under my belt, I left for
the city. Wanting to succeed at an intern
ship requires one to constantly be “on.”
If you pulled an all-nighter, you will still
be expected to perform at a functional
level. If not, there are plenty of people
lined up to take your position. Hangovers
are not welcome in the corporate world.
I arrived at Sam antha Jones Public
Relations and already decided th at Red
Bull was on the lunch menu for today. My
first task was to chronologically organize
300 articles. Sounds simple, but this took
me three hours to complete. After organiz
ing the clips, I then had to determine the
ad rate equivalency if the client had paid for
the coverage instead of using PR. Don’t ask
me how I did this, but it involved a ruler and
some mathematical equations.
In the middle of this project, I was told I
needed to make an emergency visit to Office
Max to pick up 100 envelopes to send out
press samples. I found the envelopes and,
in a hurry, decided to stack them up. This
was a big mistake. I almost made it to the
register when the entire leaning stack of
office supplies proceeded to collapse all over
the floor. I picked the items up and left the
store. While waddling down Fifth Avenue, I
noticed th at every stranger was smiling at
me. It was as if they knew I was an intern.
After all, who else would be carrying four
stuffed bags from Office Max down a New
York City sidewalk?
My final order of business for the week

ilT ib K M
Justina Villanueva I The M ontclarion

was to meet with “Tom,” a vice president at
the firm, to discuss his accounts. However,
every second the meeting progressed, he
began to turn me off to the industry more
and more.
He revealed to me that PR defines all
news th at is produced. “Have you ever
wondered how journalists think of so many
stories? Or have you ever questioned where
the products, people and events used in sto
ries come from? The answer is a publicist,”
he told me. The industry had transformed
“Tom” into a raging cynic. “You would be
amazed at how much subliminal advertis
ing goes right over peoples’ heads,” he con
tinued.
He then picked up th at day’s paper and

She Said

M inutes

Continued From Page 8

Tip #163

you’re wrong.

Never cheat. No m atter what, never cheat!

Tip # 3 8 6

Tip # 1 8 4

The four-letter solution to procrastination:
• • n’t wa* • .

Have no regrets. When you look back on
your college days, make sure you can say,
“I’m glad I did” and not “I wish I had.”

Tip # 1 9 4

Tip # 3 9 0

DWYSYWD — Do W hat You Say You Will
Do.

Quitting school is not an option.

Tip # 2 0 8

The pain is temporary; the pride is forever.

Doing a little bit a lot is much more effective
than doing a lot a little bit.

Tip # 4 0 0
Tip #401

Tip # 2 2 2

Your college degree will change your life
forever.

If you’re too busy to relax, you’re too busy.

Tip # 4 0 6

Tip # 2 7 8

Of all the things you can discover in college,
the most im portant is your passion.

Learn how to ask for help. No one ever made
it through college alone.
Tip # 3 8 1

AIM HIGH: Win a prestigious Rhodes
Scholarship.

Tip # 4 3 0

Reading these tips is not enough; you have
to live them.
Want more?

Tip # 3 6 0

Curiosity always beats intelligence.
Tip # 3 6 4

If you think you don’t belong in college,

laughed sarcastically- “Every single story
in this paper was pitched by someone like
me who wanted to get some free advertis
ing; this isn’t news,” he mocked. “We’re
kind of like rats, sociable and sneaky.” After
completely shattering the illusions of the
starry-eyed intern, my mentor assigned me
accounts to get started on next week. I
guess th at was his version of a motivational
speech.
And speaking of the infamous New York
City rat, I saw some this week on the sub
way. I was waiting for my train when I
noticed a herd of them following each other
through a tiny hole in the wall of a m ainte
nance room. Just before my train arrived, a
subway worker emerged from the room. He

Call Dr. Gilbert’s daily Success Hotline at
(973) 743-4690 or visit his daily motivational
blog at GilbertSuccessHotline.blogspot.com.

■some*.
com bined your situati
where in between. And by in be
tw een, I mean you have nothing
to worry about. S o m e women wait
their whole lives to peel the pants
off a m an with a real life-sized ba
nana. You m ight want to consider
several stretching exercises to al
leviate the initial pain, though.
Squats, variations o f ieg stretches
and using good old archaic m eth
ods of stretching the baby pathway
will m ake the soda can to a keyhole
ratio less o f a contrasting number.
A question' to your ques
tion: why bother wasting time?
You'll have the lam e talk about "oh
m y God, I am so scared, please
don't (physically) hurt me," and
h e ll probably be sym pathetic on
the outside but thinking, "Yeah, I
know it's big, get over it." Rather
than exhausting yourselves with

was pushing a tub full of garbage. And there
perched up on top of the mountain of waste
was a rat! I was shocked, but the worker
didn’t seem fazed by the rodent’s presence.
Rats are as much of a M anhattan staple
as the Empire State Building or hot dog ven
dors. Did you know that it is estimated that
there may be more rats inhabiting the city
than people? Their numbers reach up into
the millions.
While preparing for the tiring commute
back to New Jersey, I noticed how much
all the commuters resembled those pesky
rodents — streets infested with greasy bod
ies, all pouring into one tiny hole clutching
their “publicist infiltrated” copies of today’s
The New York Times.

Continued from Page 12
the big talk, stop wasting tim e and
get to the squatting and instrum ent
inserting.
Final thoughts: (Yes, I stole
this segm ent from Jerry Springer).
Be grateful for this potential expe
rience; Because unless he's literally
hung like a horse, it's m uch better
than no penis at ail.

He Said

Continued From Page 12

it lasts. Relax, p u t o n th e Johnny
Mathis, rug the tub, pop the bubbly
arid have the m agnum s handy. At
least look on the bright side; unlike
m any women w ith g ig ah tic penises
at their disposal, yours doesn't re
quire a steady stream o f Duraceli
batteries to get you through the
night.
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Girls Gone Defiled
A Triumphant Search for Female Empowerment at Kasser
Jackie Zygadlo

Assistant News Editor

courtesy of Francesco Raffaelli
Clockw ise from top: A nameless woman played by Silvia Costa is born into a male-dominated
society in Hey G irl!; B ottom rig h t and le ft After being beaten, the woman fights for her free
dom, donning a mask that enlarges her features.

From Feb. 7 - 10, patrons of the
Alexander K asser Theater had the
privilege of experiencing the abstract
and avant-garde performance of Romeo
Castellucci’s Hey Girl!, an original pro
duction about a young woman who is a
little broken but still fighting to protect
and free herself. She lives in a harsh
world th at enslaves her and she resists
conformity to it. It’s a world where men
are allowed to overpower women. She is
half Joan of Arc and half Juliet.
A blanket of fog covers the stage and
reveals a naked young woman, played
by Silvia Costa, arising from an oozing
latex-like clay from a metal lab table.
As she arises from the table, she
examines heirself in her new skin from
the primordial ooze, almost as if she
is awakening to a new life after a ter
rible experience, and begins to beat on a
nearby drum while sobbing.
Franz Kafka’s Metamorphosis comes
to mind, namely in the way th at Gregor
wakes up from his old life as a salesman
to his new life as a cockroach in his bed
room. The young woman has to adjust
herself to these new circumstances.
Throughout the performance, the
young woman in the white t-shirt and
jeans with the whispering voice finds her
self running between the role of damsel
in distress and avenger, as is seen when
she runs back and forth between the red
“R” and the white “L” Scrabble tiles to
rapid music.
An unforgettable scene came toward
the end, when a laser beam was shot to
her brain, and everyday words were pro
jected at lightning speed. The words th at
were related to women, such as “men
struation” and “rape,” stuck out the most

and stayed on the screen slightly longer.
The show involves very little dialogue
and contained only one other actress;
Sonia Beltran Napoles. She is sim ilar to
Costa’s character except for skin color,
and was the Joan of Arc to Costa’s Juliet,
judging from the way she was enslaved
and then emerged as a dancing warrior
when Costa applied silver paint to her
naked body.
Lines from Shakespeare’s Romeo and
Juliet were also projected on stage to
convey even further individuality and the
denouncing of one’s name for love.
When the woman is beaten by a group
of men holding pillowcases, she disap
pears and comes back wearing a mask
slightly reminiscent of the 2004 movie
Team America: World Police, with the
exaggerated size of the mask in relation to
the size of the woman, giving the impres
sion of a small woman with a very large
head.
The title of the play, Hey Girl!, helps
to explain the confusion and odd exhaus
tion from the intensity of the performance
th at is m eant to disturb and expose what
would rather be ignored. The title is not
just an exclamation of calling out to an
unknown woman to get her attention, but
an exclamation of sympathy, saying “Hey,
girl! You are not alone. I am here for you.
Everything’s going to be O.K.”
Romeo Castellucci and his theater
company, Societas Raffaello Sanzio, did
an amazing job with the show in the
fantastical world he created on stage
with simple props, minimal dialogue, and
intense and exaggerated actions.
It is the kind of performance th at is
supposed to leave the audience with a lot
of questions and wonder at the end: what
happened to th at woman who was fight
ing for empowerment? A A A 'A

AT THE ART GALLERY:
Africa Shot in a New Light
Bernadette Marciniak

Arts & Entertainment Editor

Joe McAllister is a pure example of a
Renaissance man, but he’ll never say so.
A jovial man th at’s reminiscent of your
favorite uncle, Montclair State alumnus
McAllister opened his art exhibit entitled
“Africa” this past Thursday, Feb. 8 at the
the Williams Center in Rutherford. The
exhibit will be open until March 31.
McAllister, who attended Montclair State

from 1973 - 1976 and left before graduating to
serve in the Navy, is a man with many talents.
He started at Montclair, studying psychology,
and while on active duty, started a degree in
biology with a minor in chemistry at Portland
State University in Oregon. After his discharge
from the Navy, McAllister finished his degree
at the New Jersey City University. Then, when
he started studying at the New York Podiatry
School, he got him self into real estate and
Continued on Page 17

Joe McAllister | courtesy of Daria Amato
A p erso n a l fa vo rite o f th e a rtist, this p h o to g ra p h ca p tu re s S a m b u ru c h ild re n a t play, u n 
a w a re th a t th e ir n e w s ch o o lh o u se a n d w a te r w e ll w e re d o n a te d by th e ir p hoto gra ph er.
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ATTHEVIDEOSTORE:
same day as Spiderman. It never
stood a chance.

flb SayAnything

GhickFIicks
for Guys
D a vid C la ik e

Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor

U) Annie Hall

““I would never want to belong to any
club th at would have someone like me for
a member.’ That’s the key joke of my adult
life, in term s of my relationships with
women.”
This classic line from Woody Allen’s
opening monologue in his romantic m aster
piece, Annie Hall, is a perfect indicator of
what the rest of the film is like — hilarious,
with some sad truths thrown in.
Allen’s deconstruction of the romantic
comedy formula has the comedian playing
Alvy Singer. He’s been m arried before, but
here, he reflects upon his relationship with
the title character, played iconically by
Diane Keaton (“iconic” meaning that every;
indie starlet this side of Natalie Portman
has ripped off her character).
Annie Hall may also be the greatest date
rental of all time. Most- guys will love this
film, simply for not skimping on the brutal,
painful and often hilarious truths about
our gender; yet, watching this movie with
a date can be an great aphrodisiac. Watch
Annie Hall, and then you’ll realize that
nearly every other romantic comedy is an
inch away from copyright infringement.
Christopher Walken fans should also
take note: this ft one of his earliest, freaki
est performances, even if it’s extremely
short.

romantic comedy veteran John Cusack, who
also co-wrote the film), a record storeowner
and hipster music geek who, on the heels of
a break-up, recounts his past girlfriends.
The movie, adapted from a novel by
British author Nick Hornby, is almost
entirely told from ‘the male perspective..
‘Male perspective’ here isn’t code for, “drinks
beer, watches sports and thinks about sex,”
but rather a much funnier and more honest
portrayal of how real men make mistakes in
real relationships.
The film also deserves credit for proving
th at guys have more than one thing on their
mind ... in fact, we have hundreds at any
time.
Plus, anyone who has seen the movie will
appreciate the irony of placing it into a top
five list.

AboutA Boy

If About A Boy taught me anything, it’s
th at Hugh Grant doesn’t have to suck. In
fact, he can be pretty damn good when he’s
not doing the same one-note performance
(witty, nervous British guy seducing a most
likely American girl) he’s done in stupid
rom-com after stupid rom-com.
Here; Grant plays a man-child (not the
blatant Adam Sandler man-child, but rather
the won’t-get-a-job-and-have-a-real-relationship variety) who refuses to have any last
ing human attachments, instead living a
privileged life off the royalties of a generic
Christmas song his late father wrote.
When he discovers th at dating single
moms makes for great relationships, he
decides to make up a son in order to attend
Unlike other rom-coms th at rely on tired a single-parents support group.
clichés mixed with ridiculous gimmicks
What makes this movie interesting is
(Win a Date with a Time-Traveling Keanu the way it crosscuts between Grant’s lovable
Reeves in Ten Days), High Fidelity tells an jerk and Marcus, a 12-year-old whose moth
honest story about realistic yet entertain er is out of touch with reality, constantly
ing characters.
depressed and suicidal.
The film follows Rob Gordon (played by
This may not sound like the romp of the
year, but it’s actually pretty funny,
having been adapted from the Nick
Hornby book of the same name.
The New Yorker referred to the
author as “maestro of the male con
fession,” and with the two first-per
son narratives translated perfectly
to the screen via voiceover, About A
Boylives up to the hyperbole.
Oh, and if you’re wondering why
courtesy of Universal Studios
you’
ve never heard of this film, it
N ic h o la s H o u lt. T oni C o lle tte a n d H u g h G ra n t learn
was released on May 3, 2003 — the
to m a n u p in About A Boy.

S i

High Fidelity

Of all the films on this, list, this
one is probably most likely to be
branded the “chick flick,” but tru st
me when I say th at it’s much more
than that.
Repeat offender John Cusack costars as kickboxing underachiev
er Lloyd Dobler, a romantic who
falls for valedictorian Diane Court,
courtesy of IFC-Films
played by lone Skye. Their relation
M ic h a e l S h ow a lter is left at th e a lte r in th e H o w a rd
ship in the film .is excellent, but H a w k s h o m a g e The Baxter
what’s exceptional is Skye’s rela
rebel barges in to give the heartfelt speech
tionship with her father, played by John
about why he loves her, leaving the “wrong
Mahoney (the father from Frasier).
guy” at the altar? Well, this movie is about
Rarely do teen romantic comedies have
th
at guy, here called “The Baxter.”
this much depth, humor and understanding
This is essentially the anti-romantic
of both men and women. It makes sense,
comedy,
w ritten and directed by Michael
though, considering it was w ritten and
Showalter
(one-third of the insanely funny
directed by Cameron Crowe, the guy behind
''all-m
ale
comedy
troupe Stella). Showalter
the sports agency romantic comedy Jerry
also
stars
as
Elliot
Sherman, a.k.a. the
McGuire and seventies-rock-nostalgia-flick
Baxter.
The
presence
of some of the other
Almost Famous. Crowe is an eternal opti
actors,
including
Michelle
Williams and
mist, and Say Anything rings of sincerity
Paul
Rudd,
is
also
a
good
sign
th at a movie
and humor.
doesn’t
suck.
If all this wasn’t enough, you’ll also learn
Guys will appreciate the deconstruction
more about kickboxing than you thought a
of a genre, way sm arter and funnier than
John Cusack film could ever teach. If kick
the other “comedic” take-off on romance
boxing isn’t manly, I don’t know what is.
films, Date Movie (which I wouldn’t recom
mend to my worst enemy).
It’s also not a bad film for the dateless on
Valentine’s Day, a holiday designed to make
Ever get tricked into watching some
the single more depressed about their lonely
lame romantic comedy where the girl ft at
lives than the rest of the year.
the altar about to m arry the wrong guy
At least one filmmaker didn’t drink the
— the safe one her parents like, but isn’t
Hallm ark Kool-Aid.
really right for her — and then the dashing

@3 The Baxter

fN S WEEK'SMONTCLARIONEDITORS' HOT PICKS ~
JESSICA SUICO, Feature Editor
"Hard to Concentrate" - Red Hot Chilli Peppers
"If I was ever going to get married, I'd want this to be my wedding
song. Too bad I'll never get married."

ROBERT ATTKEN, Opinion Editor
"Given Up" - Linkin Park
"The fourth single from the California-based band is the polar oppo
site of a Valentine's Day Song."

BOBBY MELOK, Sports Editor
"If You're Into It" - Flight of the Conchords
"New Zealand's fourth most popular guitar-based digi-bongo a
capella-rap-funk-com edy folk duo" offer up some hilariously sexy
suggestions for Valentine's Day activités. Plus, the song features the
glockenspiel, which is just about the sexiest instrument in the percus
sion family."

BERNADETTE MARQNIAK, Arts & Entertainment Editor
"Je réalise" - Sinik ft. James Blunt
The Eminem of French rappers teams up with one of Am erica's favor
ite over-affectionate, effiminate-sounding male artists to create a really
nice blend of melody with a boom-box beat in the background. This
new fusion genre of music really sparks my plug.

■+
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AT THE ART GALLERY:

M cA llister

Continued from Page 14
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Joe McAllister | courtesy of Daria Amato
T he co n tra st o f v iv id c o lo rs a n d p a le darks in both p ic tu re s is an e x c e lle n t ex 
a m p le o f th e a rtistic eye th a t Joe M c A llis te r posseses.

since then has managed his own mort
gage company called My Mortgage in
Rutherford.
“I keep myself open to all experi
ences,” he said.
However, his a rt doesn’t stem from
any of these experiences.
Upon watching National Geographic
with his brother one day, they saw a
commercial, with elephants in a safari
setting. His brother-in-law, who had trav
eled to Africa before, suggested they go
together to Kenya, just for fun.
And this is where McAllister’s journey
begins. He and his brother-in-law both
ended up in a region of northern Kenya
called the Samburu.
Welcomed by the Sam buru tribe,
M cAllister and his brother-in-law
explored the region far and wide, taking
in the scenery and culture. In his state
ment, McAllister described some of the
everyday life th at he encountered. ,
“The women tend to the family, keep
the home and get water for the day.
This last chore is a one-mile hike each
way from the water source. The women
transport the buckets of water on foot or
by bicycle, and a few fortunate have a
donkey-drawn cart.”
Moved by the perseverance ofthe tribe,
McAllister asked how much it' would cost
to put a water well in the center of their
village. Finding out th at it would run
about $1,000, McAllister pondered.
“$1,000 to change the lives of 350
people,” McAllister said. A small price to
pay for the bigger picture.
And so, within a few months of his
return to America, McAllister decided to
fork up the dough and build the Samburu
tribe not only a water well, but also a
schoolhou'se for the children of the vil
lage.
■
Upon his return to Africa, he decided
to document the journey using the medi
um of still images.

He took with him a camera and the
photographic skills he had acquired
through an adult photography class
before his trip. He came back to the
States with 5,000 pictures and a new
sense of “giving back.”
“Photography has become a medita
tive experience and has awakened in
me the desire to express myself in the
medium,” McAllister says in the state
ment he distributed to gallery attend
ees.
The gallery, which includes 16 of the
5,000 pictures McAllister took on his
trip, is a collection of black-and-white
and color shots of the animals, the
landscapes and the people of Kenya.
One of the most interesting aspects
of his artwork is th at it is all untitled.
“What you see is what you believe,”
McAllister said, stating that he wants
people to draw their own interpreta
tions from the art.
One such- picture th at he believes
this has the best effect on (and undoubt
edly his favorite of the collection) is a
black-and-white action shot of some
Samburuans running around near the
new schoolhouse with their faces dark
and blurred.
“What does that say to you?” he
asks.
Each image is powerful and beauti
fully illustrates the simplicity of life
that this culture endeavors while still
projecting the eye of an artist who is a
pro.
His use of contrasting bright, vivid
colors and dark colors really perfectly
illustrates the tensions and hardships
of each scene, but also the hope that is
seen in their future.
“One Samburu woman said to me,
‘You have no idea how much you’ve
changed our lives.’ I replied to her, ‘You
have no idea how much you’ve enriched

As sad as it is* to admit, the music
industry today is largely dominated by
hacks. It has gone to the dogs, where those
with minimal talent can achieve fame
with a well-shaped m idrift and the sam
pling of late-great songs from yesteryear.
This happens most notably in the genres
of female hip-hop and R&B vocalists.
There are, however, diamonds in the
rough. One such jewel is singer/songw riter Alicia Keys. Although she has
been collaborating, on the music of movie
soundtracks (such as Dr. Doolittle 2, Men
. in Black and Shaft) since 1997, her first
album, Songs in A Minor, broke ground
in 2001. This talented young woman sold
over 41 million records, collectively won
over 25 music awards and wrote songs for
some of the most popular artists in the
industry.
Bom to a Jam aican father and an
Irish/Italian mother, Keys was raised in
New York City. From a very young age,
Keys was exposed to the limelight by
her actress mother. She began playing
the piano at age 7 and was eventually
accepted to the Professional Performing
Arts School in M anhattan, where she
graduated as valedictorian at only 16. She
later dropped out of Columbia University
to actively pursue a music career.
To date, Alicia Keys has released three
solo albums: Songs in A Minor (2001), The
Diary o f Alicia Keys (2003) and As I Am
(2007). She. also released a re-mastered
album, Unplugged, in 2005 with new
recordings of some of her older songs and
the debut of two new duets. If this trend
continues, we can expect a new one in
2009. All of her work was given positive

reviews and landed her at number one on
the Billboard Hot 100 chart.
In addition to being a musical power
house, she has also dabbled in television
and film. She has made cameos in vari
ous popular television shows, including
a childhood role on The Cosby Show, and
one-episode ,roles on Charmed, American
Dreams and Cane. As far as films are
concerned, she has played supporting roles
in Smokin’ Aces and The Nanny Diaries,
which resulted in praise for her acting
abilities.
In the future, she plans to star in a
Disney remake of Bell, Book and Candle,
a screen adaptation of the book The Secret
Life o f Bees and a biographical movie of
biracial pianist Philippa Schuyler called
Composition in BlAck and White, where
she will appear alongside Halle Berry.
In between w riting award-winning
music and appearing before the camera,
Keys is-also a philanthropist. She is a
spokeswoman for the organization Keep A
Child Alive, which provides relief to fami
lies living with AIDS in Africa. She has
participated in many concerts for various
charities over the years, including a ben
efit for 9/11 and Hurricane K atrina aid.
There are very few music artists today
who can boast that they write their own
music, and fewer still who play their own
instrum ents. Add in the ability to arrange
and compose in a variety of music genres,
the ability to produce and direct your own
m aterial, the talent to perform in front of
a camera and a willingness to be generous
to many causes, then you will get someone
resembling Alicia Keys. If only there were
more like her.

Singer/son gw riter A lic ia Keys co n tin u es to c o m p o se , p ro d u c e a n d p e rfo rm her ow n
m u sic in her new est a lb u m , As I Am, a rare breed am ong st m o d e rn m usicia ns.
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AT THE 6RAMMYS:
Bernadette Marciniak
Arts & .Entertainment Editor

Jessica Lozak
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor

Forget th at Amy Winehouse swept over the
Grammys. Forget that Kanye didn’t get one.
In our opinion, the real Grammy winners are
right here below. Kanye should stop crying
and honor the fellow musicians who truly
deserved awards this year.

«ititiAM! Soil - Uaiml

Besi Polkafllta
C om e Share the Wine, Jimmy Sturr and
His O rchestra
When you talk about polka at the Grammys,
you have to talk about Jimmy S turr and His
Orchestra. Nominated more times than any
one else in the history of polka, their win this
year for their latest album, Come Share the
Wine, is only no surprise. -JL
«

iesiBIuegrassAltHjm
The Bluegrass Diaries, Jim Lauderdale
Howdy pardner. With banjo strings like these
and a voice th at reminds us of Willy Nelson,
it’s no doubt that this North Carolina-based
singer made his grass blue with this album.
Let’s celebrate with a square dance! —BM

Me
Irresponsible,
Michael Buble
There is little wonder th at
Canadian-born singer Michael
the Grammy. His velvety,voice
shines through in his third album, Call Me
Irresponsible, which has sold more than 11 Crestone, Paul W inter Consort
million copies since May. -JL
A fusion of classical, jazz and world music with
some vocals here and there tu rn finding peace
B e s t M ato 8&B V o cal P e r te r m a a c e within yourself into a party. This dedication
Future Baby Mama," Prince
to nature with songs like “Calling the Buffalo”
The “Purple Rain” star is well on his way and “Home on the Range” is definitely one to
to a comeback after nabbing the award add to your collection. -BM
for his song “Future Baby Mama”.
He lost the purple suit, but he’s still B g s tito g p e A ito iH i
sexy. ~]L
M ind Control, Stephen Marley
Blending this sacred Jam aican genre of
N a tiv e A m e ric a n M u sic music with modern-day rap has even Stephen
Marley’s father jammin’ with the dead. No
Chants,
Johnny* wonder it won a Grammy, mon. -BM
Totem ic
Flute
W hitehorse
Johnny W hitehorse rode into the B e s t M e ta l P e r f o r m a n c e
Grammys with the sound of Totemic "Final Six," Slayer
Flute. Chants trailing behind and Step 1: Get your hairspray and power ‘80s
departed with his award in tow.
hairdo on.
His gentle, haunting melodies make his Step 2: Prepare to lose your tonsils. Now rock
music worthy of note. —JL
out with your... socks out. -BM
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NEED HELP W ITH TU IT IO N COSTS?
APPLY NOW
^

. . . fo r Montclair State University Alumni Association Scholarships!

1

T h e M o n tcla ir S ta te U n ive rsity Alumni A sso ciatio n (M S U A A ) o ffe r s scholarship
opportunities to cu rre n t, underaraduate stud ents who will
' V
\

V

he entering e ith e r th e ir sophom ore o r ju nior year in Septem ber 2008. A ll awards
^

j V

a re given in th e form o f tu itio n w aivers and will be applied to th e 2008/2009

* M S U A A S ch o larsh ip Aw ard recoanizes s t u d e n t s who have maintained hioh
academ ic standards while actively involved in U n iversity and community a ctivitie s.
^

A cum ulative GPA o f 3.25 is required.

* M S U A A S e rv ice Aw ard recognizes student(s) who have achieved high levels o f perform ance in se rvice to th e
U niversity and community, while maintaining strong academ ic p ro f iciency.
* M S U A A C arpe Diem Aw ard acknowledges undergraduate student(s) who have had to overcom e d iffic u lt
circum stances and ad versity during th e pursuit o f th e ir academ ic goals.
* M S U A A N o n -T ra d itio n a l/ P a rt-tim c S ch o larsh ip recognizes part-tim e student(s) who have m aintained high
academic standards while actively involved in U niversity and community a ctivitie s. A cum ulative SPA o f 3.25 is
required.
Deadline f o r all o f th e above m entioned applications is M onday, M a rch 3 , 2008
Applications are available on line at: http://www.montclQir.edu/pQqes/Alumni/ScholarshipsAwards.shtml
Completed applications must be delivered to:
MSU Alumni Association C/0 The O ffice of Alumni A Community Relations, College Hall Room 301

The MSUAA supports the Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity policy of the University.
These owords ore made to students based on merit, regardless of race, creed, sex or national origin.
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C ro s s w o rd
ACRO SS
1 Rowan and
Rather
5 Ponselle and
Parks
10 Roe source
14 Cuddly George
Lucas creature
15 Writer Loos
16 Batter Boggs
17 “ . It’s Cold
Outside”
18 Soda-shop
drinks
19 Toledo’s lake
20 Turn soil
21 Web locations
22 Mimicked
23 Base thief
2 5 __oxide
(anesthetic)
27 Actor Scheider
28 Utopias
29 Searches for
32 Brittany port
33 Finn’s twins?
36 Bando and
Mineo
37 Soft hat
38 Historic periods
39 Jackie’s
second
40 Shadings
41 Took a nap
42 Palm leaf
43 Earl Grey, e.g.
44 Prone to uneven
play l
47 Pictures on
plaster
51 One woodwind
52 Spicy Mexican
dish
54 Writer Morrison
55 Putrid
56 Adjutants
57 Frosted
58 Pot starter
59 Frozen rain
60 Anthracite, e.g.
61 Visionary
62 Uplift
63 Mall event
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DOWN
Money owed
Look forward to
Honorable
Flying singers

1-
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14
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15
18
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24

25

27
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30

37

42

ABSOLUTELY HO GM*
W0UU> BE ABLE TO
TELL ME WHAT TO
W>..

1 WOULb BE /VPOVE
TUE LAW// NO! X ,
WOULD BE TUE L/\W/

48

49

50

43
47

46

.54

51

152

55

156

53

57

58

59

60

61
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63
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5 Former A.G.
Clark
6 Disc jockey’s cue
7 Riverbed deposit
8 Audience
9 Most prone to be
impudent
10 Takes an oath
11 Chico’s brother
12 Arrivederci,
Andre
13 Monopoly game
cards
24 _ Alamos, NM
26 Explosive letters
28 Miscalculated
29 Retirement grp.
30 Serving of corn
31 Inventor Whitney
32 English sketch
comic
33 Before, poetically
34 Siesta
35 Mach+jet
37 Library feature
38 Rubber bands
40 Chorus syllable
41 Bishopric
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Tentative foray
Wistful
Chesterfields
Rib-eye cousin
Course taken
Collection of
warships

48 Moderate
brown
49 Shaquille of the
NBA
50 Move along
laterally
53 Concept
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by William Wilson

The Montclarion
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Child C a re W anted
Local Glen Ridge family
looking for after-school
child care/transportation for two boys 11 &
16. Flexible hours and
days; must have own
car. Contact: 973-6345325.

Please call Kathryn at
973-723-5215.

Furnished rooms for
summer '08. Good
rates with most utili
ties included. Air and
cable/internet avail
able. Available June
(maybe May) through
Boys, 13 and 16, week August. Call for info
days and some week
or to view: 973-778ends. No smoke, drugs 1504.
or alcohol. Depend
Help Wanted
able transportation
and good driving re
Female club dancer to
cord. No visitors, high perform w/percussionly organized. Transport ist in N.J./N.Y. area. If
to and from activities, you can dance on stage
supervise homework
and beat on a drum,
completion, execution contact Bongo Jack
of daily chores and
(201)906-3589._______
prepare light meals.
School/professor rec
Looking for a late
ommendation plus two night independent
other references. Com contractor to sell and
petitive salary and gas deliver convenience
stipend. Call 973-752store goods. Call or e7200.
mail with inquries. midnightmunchies@mac.
Montclair family needs com, 973-219-7522.
a babysitter Monday
O th er
- Friday 7:30 a.m. - 9:30
a.m. taking care of a
1995 Jeep Grand Chero
fabulous 4-year-old
kee Laredo - one owner
and driving her to pre 4WD, 4 door, good con
school. Must be able
dition, 110k and asking
to drive, have own car $2795. Call 973-857and be dog friendly.
3245.

THE MONTCLARIOn

needs a
web designerfs] to design and code a website
to replace the current website.
Anyone interested should CONTACT OUR

PRODUCTION M AN AG ER . AARON AT
M S U P R O D U C TIO N @ G M A IL.e O M
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The world needs
people like you...

...in the field of Public Health.
Biostatistics • Environmental & Occupational Health
Health Education • Epidemiology • Health Policy
Urban Health • Dental Public Health
Join us in the field of public health by enrolling in a graduate program at the UMDNJSchool of Public Health. We offer master's and doctoral degrees, and certificate programs
in a variety of public health concentration areas. Our School provides affordable, high
quality education designed to accommodate both full-time students and working
professionals. Public health is a broad, dynamic and growing field with meaningful career
opportunities. Explore the possibilities. Visit our website, http://sph.umdnj.edu, or call one
of our three campuses today.

Piscataway/New Brunswick

Newark

973 972-7212
-

732 235-4646
-

Stratford/Camden

856 566-2790
-

UMDNJ

lid l i

tf ID

SCHOOL OF
PUBLIC HEALTH

s p h .u m d n j .e d u

University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey

Sponsored by the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey in cooperation with
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey and New Jersey Institute of Technology.
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I T A L I A N FESTIVAL ?i,E / A n Italian Sense o f Place:
ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Land and identity

¡¡¡¡¡¡¡« ¡1 1 1

January-May 2008
A Festival of Exhibits, LeeturesandPerfo
ART | PHOTOGRAPHY • M tP IC fl
LITERATURE • HISTORY • FILM

CULINAI

For information, please call 973-655-4185 or visit:

monlclair.edu/Ital ianFestival
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This festival was made possible "by a grant from the New Jersey Council for the Humanities, e state partner of the
National Endowment for die Humanities. Any views, findings, conclusions or recommendations in this program
do not necessarily represent those of the National Endowment for the Humanities or the New Jersey Council for
the Humanities. This festival was made possible in part by funds from the New Jersey State Council on the Arts/ .
Department of State, a Partner Agency of the National Endowment for the Arts. Additional funding was provided
by The Joseph & Elda Coccia Institute for the Italian Experience in America and Whole Foods Market, Montclair.
Artwork is provided by the artists and Cineteca Bologna, Fotografia Italians and Biblioteca Panizzi.
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N ew J ersey C ouncil
H umanities

NEW JERSEY
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1 Normal Avenue, Montclair, New Jersey 07043
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Campus Safety Sl¡p N’ Slide

In ju st this past week, floods have J
occurred on four separate occasions
on the MSU campus. This raises
the total number of floods for the
month of February up to six. This
has followed some-bad weather,
giving all students a slippery and
unsafe commute to and around
Montclair. These floods are being
blamed oh pipes frozen by the cold
weather.
The piping and old age of some
buildings can be held accountable
for some of the problem on a cam
pus celebrating its 100th anniver
sary.
However, when buildings such
as two-year-old University Hall
and Café Diem (which opened last
spring) start leaking, it seems sus
picious.
Blanton Hall’s flood was due to a
malfunction of the electrical heat
ing tape cm a sprinkler line. Iftap e
is what is keeping Blanton from
flooding, it wouldn’t be surprising
to hear that College Hall has held
together all these years via spit and
band-aids.
The University Hall flood on

Tuesday was blamed on an outside
door being left open, leading to a
pipe explosion. As a result, three
major lecture halls were closed for
the rest of the day This is a major
academic building on campus as
well as one of flap newest.
For a building as-im portant and
as University Hall, problems like
these are inexcusable.
In fact, it*s scaiy th at the buildings th at should be in the best shape
are the ones that seem to be falling
apart. We wonder: is the much
anticipated Recreation Center, well
into its second year of construction
delays, to suffer the same fate?
For an ever-growing campus,
both visually and in occupancy,
Montclair State needs to assure
its more than 17,000 students th at
the facilities we use are safe. When
a mediocre and slushy snow flur
ry threatens the infrastructure of
MSU, there’s a problem.
W hat can we expect when an
actual snowstorm hits campus,
such as the one th at closed much of
the school this time last year? Why
is it th at a school built into the side

Thumbs up

of a mountain isn’t equipped to deal
with even the most moderate win
ter weather?
Each and every
is a facilities fee paid by all stu
dents as part of their tuitioj
of spring 2008, this fee stands at
$742;S0. What^ d o ^
buy the
students in regards to reliability?
Is that the going rate in ensurinj
safe walkways on the way to class'
During storms, outside contrac
tors are sometimes brought in to
help shoulder the burden of clear
ing up thé campus.
This marks an improvement from
past protocol, when housekeeping
and maintenance workers, already
working full-time jobs, simply had
their duties switched and went to
work shoveling away. Of course, we
understand th at one alternative is
a bit more costeffective than the
other.
It’s nearly impossible to com
pletely waterproof a building or
protect against severe elements.
But we feel th at as MSU turns its
gaze toward the future, it keeps one
eye on the past. Upkeep of existing

holdings shcmldmeritjiuit as much
concern as plans for new ones.
- Ambition is fine; what cannot be
is the need ier a comprehensive winter weather-response
program.
ering our facilities fee,
there should be people doing rou
tine checks to make sure th at
heating tape isn’t holding together
sprinkler lines and pipes aren’t,
frozen to the point where they’re in
danger of burstng,
Tne concerns of MSUs student
body differ from th at of other col
leges, in th at the large majority
of enrolled students commute to
class every day. Inclement weather,
besides the havoc it wreaks on the
surrounding traffic, does little to
make life easier for someone com
muting 45 minutes. If a student’s
going to risk life and limb to get
here, his or her class better be
held.
This past week illustrated a cam
pus weakness of facility upkeep,
even two-year-old buildings. We
tru st MSU will learn from this episodc.

toVOX’s erotic lollipop sale.

umbs down toway toomany fire alarms in residence halls.
Thumbs up

tothe end ofthe writers’ strike.

down tobeing single onValentine’s Day.
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The Article Nay Leave, But Our Articles will stay
Ruling From Judicial Branch Regarding The Montclarion Constitution W ill N ot Halt Newspaper
How convenient the company line was,
for the past three weeks, a banner state
ment made to the students, adm inistration
and • media
following the
crisis: “This
is not about
rep ressio n .”
The Student
Governm ent
A ssociation,
having had

enough
of The Mont
clarion' s
u n flatterin g
coverage of
KARL
its impotent
brand of stu
D E V R IES
dent advoca
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
cy, had ju st
frozen the
paper’s budget under the guise of SGA by
law enforcement.
Having told The Montclarion th at the
submission of privileged correspondence
between the staff and our former attorney
was the key to unlocking our budget, SGA
President Ron Chicken, under pressure from
the American Civil Liberties Union, backed
down via letter on Feb. 12. And yet, without
reason, much of the paper’s budget remains
frozen.
When Montclarion News Editor Shayna
Jacobs asked Chicken at Wednesday’s
SGA meeting what was necessary for The

Montclarion to do to unfreeze its budget, Amendment is meaningless. Believe it or in a grave disservice not ju st to the students
Chicken, in full view of the assembled legis not, the Bill of Rights th at serves as the of MSU, but to collegiate journalists nation
lature and adm inistrative advisers, told her foundation for American freedoms does not wide.
th at it was not the proper time to discuss require the concurrence of a state uni
Because wh^t the SGA and its leader
th at issue.
versity’s student government in the year ship choose not to understand is th at the
This came on the two-week anniver 2008. W hat’s more disturbing, perhaps, was F irst Amendment on this campus, and in
sary of a five-and-a-half-hour SGA meeting Liberty’s incredible statem ent defending this country, is not soinething th at can be
devoted to amendments to amendments and their actions: “The Montclarion is completely de-chartered or “subject to the will of the
a blatant disregard for organized debate, subject to the will of the university and the university and the SGA.” We are volunteers
all in the name of closing down the campus SGA.”
and student journalists; but above that, we
press.
For the benefit of Liberty, the SGA, the are American citizens and have the right to
By now, SGA
campus and the be treated as such.
dead-ends in logic
nation at large,
Over the past few weeks, the staff
have long since “T he cam p u s o f M SU h a s y et to
The Montclarioh has been incredibly gratified by the out
been accepted as
has never and pouring of support from the Society for
par for the course id en tify a m ore d eterm in ed group o f
will never regard Professional Journalists, the New Jersey
when covering
itself anywhere Press Association, the Student Press Law
this collection of stu d en ts th a n th o se w ho p u b lish its
within shouting' Center and the American Civil Liberties
student bureau n ew sp ap er every w eek.”
distance of the Union of New Jersey, as well as an end
crats.
above appraisal.
less number of collegiate journalists and
W ednesday’s
We are an free press advocates in this country who
big
develop
objective' news recognize their own editorial autonomy at
ment, however, took most of us by surprise: organization regardless of our circumstance, risk via circumstances at Montclair State
the judicial branch of the SGA (you know, including th at of the past three weeks. University.
checks and balances), led by Chief Justice- Bullying maneuvers, presented by Liberty
Without their support, our sustenance
elect Nathaniel Liberty, ruled th at Article in this week’s installm ent of SGA ridiculous would not be possible; without our convic
XII of The Montclarion’s constitution had ness, are cute, but move the SGA no closer to tion, their tru st would be unsubstantiated.
been illegally approved for the past decade its desired goal: the gagging of the student The university has referred to this experi
without pause for debate or objection.
press once and for all.
ence as “a very good learning lab”; the
For reference, this clause allows for “all
The campus of MSU has yet to identify staff of The Montclarion, among many les
rights provided for the student press by a more determined group of students than sons, has learned of how precious our First
state, local and federal laws are guaranteed those who publish its newspaper every week. Amendment is and the protection it grants.'
to The Montclarion and take precedence This determination stems, in large part,
over all SGA statutes.”
from our belief th at to accept the SGA’s clas
Now, in the grand scheme of things, sification of The Montclar’on simply as the Karl de Vriesr an English major, is in his second
the SGA’s ludicrous disregard for the F irst neighborhood SGA newsletter would result year as Editor-In-Chief o f The Montclarion.
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Finally, The B attle Lines Have B een Crossed
Recent Resolution to W riter's Strike Marks End o f Dark Financial Time in Television History
The recent strike by the W riter’s Guild of
America (WGA), which started back on Nov.
5 against the Alliance of Motion Picture and
Television Producers (AMPTP) has been
very costly
to the entertainment
industry,
w ith some
estimates
placing the
loss over $1
billion. The
strike, which
WGA union
leaderspromised would
be a “m ara
thon,” b it
JO S E P H
terly divided
S U LL IV A N
the industry
COLUMNIST
over residual
payments for
DVDs, compensation for internet broadcast
ing as well as animation and reality TV
production, and nonpecuniary benefits like
insurance.
Many viewers have come to learn that
the strike led to reruns, stockpiled pro
gramming and some shows continuing with
out WGA writers. Fox, a member of the
AMPTP, began editing unfinished episodes
of Family Guy against the will of creator
Seth MacFarlane. This strike was the first
since 1988, and managed, not surprisingly,
to draw in politicians in a desperate search
for some more face time.
But the labor dispute, irrespective of
which side one may have supported, was
more interesting than just some of the stra
tegic tactics used by both sides or the finan
cial losses incurred. A very fascinating

issue from an economist’s view is why the whose skills could be replaced by nonunion
WGA union, and furthermore the Screen members gain tremendously while these few
Actors Guild (SAG) and the Directors Guild superstars have very little cost of being part
of America (DGÁ) yield so much influence of the union. The sheer influence and star
when the role of unions has declined over power of these relative few tend to empower
the past 30 years. In fáct, the SAG and DGA everyone else.
said they would have joined the current
So then, what actually makes these par
labor dispute when their contracts expired ticular members so powerful? Why do cer
this summer if the current strike had not tain actors, directors and w riters command
been resolved.
such a presence in the negotiating part of
To understand the relative power th at the the business and draw such a huge income?
unions in show business have, and the long The same questions can be applied to other
strikes they can initiate, it is im portant to superstars, such as professional athletes like
understand the
LeBron Jam es.
m arket in which
Indeed, this sosome of th eir “So th en , w h at a ctu a lly m a k es th ese
called superstar
members opér
effect can also
ate. Unlike most p a rticu la r m em b ers so p ow erfu l?”
describe the treT
other unionized
mendous income
industries, many
earned by non
of which have
union stars like
weakened for several reasons, in the enter Jay-Z, or J.K. Rowling for th at matter.
tainm ent industry it is a m atter of individu
It is not particularly surprising th at
al members of these unions in the business better car mechanics, contractors and elec
with which the owners and managers want tricians receive a somewhat higher income,
to work.
on average, than lesser ones. Superstars,
When a big star like Brad P itt or Angelina however, earn huge incomes because they
Jolie is wanted for a new movie, the produc enjoy two very im portant advantages. In
ers and the studios must not only deal 1981, a prominent labor economist named
with them, but also their union, the Screen Sherwin Rosen at the University of Chicago
Actors Guild. Likewise, they must also deal published an influential paper describing
with prominent members of the Directors this premium. His work, and the work by
Guild of America like Oliver Stone and other researchers, has shed light on this
M artin Scorsese. In the case of writers, most phenomenon. The consumers in these m ar
of which are relatively unknown among the kets pay these stars not for their absolute
general public, the industry still wants to performance, but for their relative perfor
work with the top w riters like Family Guy’s mance. Therefore, there is little or no sub
Seth MacFarlane and The Simpsons’ Matt, stitutability among them.
Groening.
I can always get a new mechanic to work
The fact th at the entertainment industry on my car if my current mechanic gets slop
demands to work with specific individu py, but watching someone half as talented as
als means th at the other union members Tiger Woods play twice as much golf is not

a good substitute. Tennis fans certainly do
not want to watch their favorite Montclarion
op-ed writer, who generously boasts of hav
ing one-tenth the talent of Roger Federer
or Rafael Nadal, play 10 times as much
at Wimbledon or Roland-Garros. Likewise,
there simply aren’t many good substitutes
available for Jay-Z’s The Black Album or
J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter.
Also, these superstars sell into a m arket
in which technology like CDs, TV and the
Internet allows them to serve the entire
m arket at very low cost. In fact, some econo
mists, most notably Robert Frank, have
blamed globalization for an explosion in their
incomes as audiences have become increas
ingly international. These large incomes are
even diffusing elsewhere to international
financial managers, attorneys, journalists
and others, leading to what some have called
winner-takes-all markets.
Large rewards usually serve as market
signals to attract newcomers to an industry,
but once again, very few people actually find
themselves in such a position to have their
skills in such demand. Witness the high pro
portion of waiters in West Hollywood furi
ously auditioning for a shot at superstardom.
While there is still debate about whether
this accelerates inequality, or even if this
form of inequality m atters, it is clear that
union members with far less talent benefit
greatly from the clout of superstars. In the
meantime, as I flick through the channels, I
see th at viewers have exalted Simon Cowell
to demigod status precisely because of his
brutally honest ability to tell dreamers that,
well, they are ju st pipe dreaming.

Joseph Sullivan, an economics major, is in his
first year as columnist for the Montclarion.
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sor saying he’s not feeling well on a day
he’s going to do nothing but watch other
C onstant students’ presentations. Then he leaves the
surveillance of dorm and heads to "the diner to hang out
campus activ with his friends. If the wrong person sees
ity sounds like him cutting class, he could perhaps be in
a useful tool trouble with his professor.
Another student gets a date with a guy
for the admin
istrato rs
of she’s been chasing for weeks. Trouble is,
this school to she’s already set up an interview for the
teaching program for th at time. She calls
consider.
It can help them to reschedule, since she can’t pass up
keep watch for this date, and tells them she was called into
strangers on work.
DOUG
A member of the pedagogical departm ent
campus and
M C IN TYR E
sees her snuggling with the guy by his car
catch
thé
peo
CHIEF COPY EDITOR
ple who steal in the parking deck. Perhaps she’s dropped
those parking from the teaching program because she is
passes from people’s cars or start the fires considered irresponsible with her priorities.
The adm inistration can say th at they
in dorm rooms th at get w ritten off as acci
dents. But, looking at it further, it’s too inva won’t invade our privacy and th at these cam
eras are ju st for
sive knowing our
our safety. That
every move can
does not prevent
be watched by “W ho cou ld p red ict w h eth er th e
personal opin
someone we don’t
cam eras cou ld b e u sed to tra ck
ions and feelings
know.
from getting into
By placing
stu d en ts g o in g to cla ss? ”
the mix. Even
security cam
with the knowl
eras in key areas
edge one has
on
cam pus,
the school can monitor student behavior. done nothing wrong and will do nothing
Students who sneak people into their dorms wrong, it is enough to allay discomfort?
can be caught. But some innocent students Security cameras is akin to someone creepcould be blamed for things they’re not guilty ily staring at you through your window.
My own lawful actions do not need to be
of.
Student organizations deliver The out there for any number of people to see
Montclarion around campus for free and and interpret. Who needs more people to
discounted ads. They enter each academic judge them? We don’t need to give in to “big
and residential building and place bundles brother” to prevent misbehaving.
of newspapers in it. If security cameras
catch them creatively securing their way
into the Village, and the person watching
doesn’t catch them dropping off the bundles Doug McIntyre, a linguistics major, is in his
of papers due to bad camera angles, those second year as Chief Copy Editor of
students are caught and in trouble for an The Montclarion.
innocent act.
Police reports have noted theft of slices of
cheese from the cafeteria. Suddenly, my eat
ing habits are on display to people who are
watching what I am taking. Certainly, there
is no immediate harm to me, but th at doesn’t
comfort the invasion of my privacy.
And what if one is blithely unaware of the
locations of said security cameras, as any
intelligent camera installer would ensure
to catch illicit activities? Suppose th at two
students totally .enamored with one another
are getting all romantic.
. They’re keeping their clothes on, as they
have respect for their fellow man, but some
heavy necking is going on. If they back
into the wrong comer, unknown numbers
of people can watch them, and who knows
what they’re thinking?
Even if we look beyond the immediate
invasions of privacy, security cameras could
infringe upon students’ rights if their use
went a little further. A few years down the
line, who could predict whether the cam
eras could be used to track students going to
class?
A student sends an e-mail to his profes

YES.

Other buildings, like the Student Center,
are practically easy pickings for God-knowsWith any col what to take place.
Security cameras are needed in order to
lege campus,
security is a know what truly goes on at Montclair State
major issue when other people are not around. This
and can always past week has been especially stressful for
be improved in students and professors alike. Countless fire
some way. The alarm s being pulled, floods and actual fires
safety
and have plagued this campus as of late.
F rustrated firemen, policemen and
well-being of
its students is, Montclair hierarchy alike are all asking
and should be, if there is a way to find the reason behind
R O B ER T
a top priority
this and discover all those responsible for
A IT K E N
for any college the increasingly annoying and mysterious
OPINION EDITOR
°r university. problem. When nobody else can observe it,
............................
In the case cameras will catch all of the action, as well
of M ontclair as the culprits.
The past has taught us to always be
State, all students, regardless of where they
live or what they do, are the responsibility of careful and aware of our surroundings. The
this university. As long as a student is pay Virginia Tech shooting took place almost
a year ago, and
ing his tuition,
has
gone down
he should expect
on
record
as the
to receive his “L ook a t it th is w ay; if yo u have
deadliest
school
money’s worth of
n
o
th
in
g
to
h
id
e,
th
en
w
h
at
is
th
ere
to
shooting
in
the
security.
history
of
the
There is only
b e a fra id of?”
United States.
one way to truly
There has never
be able to protect
been
a signifi
this campus in a
reasonable and cost-worthy way: security cant shooting in New Jersey’s history, but
cameras. This would lead to all comers of there are always reminders. Just this week,
MSU being taped at all hours of the day. the campus of Seton Hall was on lockdown
Ju st like my athletics coaches throughout due to a non-student shooting him self on
high school would always say, the tapes don’t campus.
For example, there were many crimes
lie.
commited
in the N.J. Transit Deck, includ
When it comes to some places on campus,
ing
the
theft
of several hubcaps. As inno
it is difficult to keep an accurate judgment
vative
as
RAVE
Wireless and the RAVE
of what’s going on. This rule is especially
meaningful when talking about overnight Guardian program is, not many students
hours. When it comes to residence halls, res use the Guardian program. Most students
ident and desk assistants can hardly cover do not even know how to use it.
Alongside the cell phone GPS system, it
the entire building. Too much happens in a
would
be convenient for a way to see surveil
residence hall th at there is always someone
lance
of
the entire area. Not everyone car
getting away with something.
ries their RAVE phones and not everyone on
the campus is a Montclair student.
There are those th at question the idea of
cameras,, regardless of where they are, as
an invasion of privacy and a reason for “big
brother” to know where you are. The pos
sibility for your secret actions to be caught
on camera is valid. However, look at it this
way: if you have nothing to hide, then what
is there to be afraid of?
The campus police departm ent can only do
so much. They have patrol cars, carry guns
and have the ability to arrest you. These
aren’t security guards; these guys are the
real deal. Security cameras could be the eyes
of the police to enable them to stop on-cam
pus crimes quickly and efficiently.
The Montclair State University Police
Department, like any other police depart
ment, have difficulty assessing every need of
the campus. Cameras will make their fives,
as well as everyone else’s, a whole lot easier.

Robert Aitken, an English major, is in his first
year as Opinion Editor o f The Montclarion.
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THE pr ic e IS RIGHT: With Dr. Theodore Price
O n Freedom o f the Press, C ollege A dm inistration Salaries and His Live-In Mistress, OPRA
Many of you know me: I’m Dr. Ted Price, executive johns to throw up.
solution was to get moré money from the Ask Valerie Van Barren, our top university
full-time faculty of the English Department
Why? Because they’ve suddenly learned state through students, faculty and other lawyer. And in next week’s column, Prof.
at Montclair State University, which is a th at Prof. Price will be writing a weekly col tax-paying citizens), Prof. Price asked her Price plans to publish by name and title all
New Jersey umn about Montclair State and its top lead formally what the salary would be for our adm inistrator salaries over $130,000. Dear
public uni ers, including what they are often not doing new provost hiree (probably over $175,000 readers: how do you like them apples?
versity paid right, especially in connection with the state annually, not counting benefits), and Cole
Prof. Price, in his slow, elderly fashion,
for by tax budget crisis, against the wishes (and edicts) accused him (though perhaps with a smile) plans to go over any and all tabs of the
money from of Gov. Jon Corzine.
of being “discourteous.”
university. Although Prof. Price’s film and
New Jersey
And they’re trying to shut him (Prof.
And, hear th is, dear readers: In literary credentials are in Shakespeare,
citizens, also Price) up the way Ron Chicken has been November, Corzine decreed, as was within Hitchcock and Ibsen, he’s a second-career
soon to be trying to shut The Montclarion up. (All in his gubernatorial power, th at the day after person with a background in management
paid for by vain, folks, and now further in vain with Thanksgiving would be a regular work day auditing. He knows th at every “friggin’”
Parkway,
Price’s weekly column.) The Montclarion for those not teaching classes th at day and expenditure goes through our FRS system,
Turnpike and leaders are former students in Price’s classes that, therefore, all other employees, includ and he plans, again in his slow but methodi
Route 440 and know of his dedicated, no-compromise ing, of course, vice presidents and deans, cal fashion, to examine (with his OPRA girl
tolls. And the approach to F irst Amendment principles would either report for work or have to friend’s help) every “friggin’” FRS record.
whole state is (“No Prisoners!”), as well as his expertise take a vacation or other special day if they
And, since creative investigative journal
DR. TED
in an extreme and prowess in contacting outside help via were out th at day. And yet, the day after ism falls within the purview of two of Prof.
PRICE
budget crisis. Corzine, U.S. Senator Lautenberg and State Thanksgiving, when Prof. Price had occa Price’s w riting courses (it’s in the syllabi),
T uition ’Senator Ray Lesniak, and his close con sion to go to an office of a vice president he hopes to have help from his students in
FACULTY
and
fees at tacts in the state’s Republican community, making over $170,000 annually (not count working up th at information in well-written
C O L U M N IS T
New Jersey which is interested in cutting down spend ing benefits), the office was closed. Had that critical thinking papers, and hopefully have
public universities —- including, of course, ing and questionable (sometimes illicit and V.P. and his staff entered their absence in new contributors for our great school paper,
Montclair State — are the third highest in illegal) expenditure of public New Jersey tax their work report th at day in the approved provided, of course, th at Prof. Price and The
the country. We’re currently charging about money.
manner? One would hope so, as Corzine Montclarion are not put out of business.
$8,000, not counting books, parking and
Prof. Price is a University Senator, repre would surely hope.
But neither Price nor The Montclarion
special cell phone fees. And next year, the senting the College of Humanities and Social
Prof. Price likes to joke. He often brings is worried. “Not to worry” is the battle cry.
basic tuition and fees are expected to go up Sciences (CHSS), where student enrollment up his live-in girlfriend, his m istress, OPRA, Corzine, Lesniak and the SIC are behind
to $9,000.
has been plummeting and no one knows who he says is crazy about him and will do us.
Since most of this column will be con quite why.
anything to make him happy, and people
The only caveat is Prof. Price’s elderly
troversial and confrontational (as is my
And when, a t the last meeting, Prof. Price think he’s talking about Ms. Winfrey, who age. Although he is of the same age as his
custom), I shall, for the sake of stylistic dis tried to bring up the m atter of seemingly spells her first name ending with an h. Prof. fellow World War II veteran, Lautenberg,
tance, this time only, refer to myself in the exorbitant salaries for top MSU adm inis Price’s OPRA is New Jersey’s Open Public who plans to run for another six-year Senate
third person, as Prof. Price.
trators ($130,000 annually and above, not Records Act, the equivalent of the Federal term , and though Prof. Price’s many physi
The reason, dear readers, th at The counting fringe benefits, possible bonus Freedom of Information Act. And state jour cians say he is perfectly capable of safe driv
Montclarion is in further Freedom of the es and paid travel expenses, country and nalism leaders were (understandably) influ ing even in a fast car, Prof. Price has given
Press jeopardy, besides the situation with worldwide), the Senate President declared ential in getting OPRA finally passed.
up his beloved red sports car to drive a car
the Student Government Association, is that Prof. Price “out of order.”
Bottom line, Susan: it’s like having to wear more in keeping with his age.
the Montclair State adm inistration — state
And when our University President a seatbelt while driving on the Parkway: it’s
He now drives a white sports car.
employees whose salaries are paid for by the Susan A. Cole, looking somewhat disconso the law. You have to give him (or anybody,
above-mentioned state tax money — is in late, addressed the CHSS faculty the other including students, Montclarion reporters,
absolute disarray. Rumor even has it th at day, wishing to elicit concerns and sug even cleaning ladies) th at information,
Dr. Ted Price is a professor in the English
some adm inistrators have gone into the gestions because of the budget crisis (her “discourteous” as their questions may be.
department at Montclair State University.
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The estimated percentage of faculty
hired under retiring
Provost,
Dr. Richard Lynde
The number of attendees at
Saturday s “Think Pink” womens
basketball game at Panzer Gym
Sam Gherman | The Montclarion
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Trae Voices of voters R egularly Repressed
Vote Counting Machines Causes M alfunction and Tampers w ith True and Accurate Poll Results
Bob Menendez recently came to MSU to
campaign and rally for Hillary Clinton in
our very own Kasser Theater. There were
many young people there, excited at the pos
sibility of hav
ing the first
ever female
president,
who would
tu rn our coun
try
around
and set a
new course
of direction
for the people
of America.
T here
is
rum or th a t
JO ED
if she wins,
Menendez
LO PEZ
m ight
be
COLUMNIST
th e
firs t
Latino Vice
President.
Today, candidates realize more than ever
th at they need us. Campaigns like “Rock the
Vote” and the infamous “Vote or Die” try to
mobilize the untapped potential of students
to help give a voice to the change they feel is
needed in America.
It seems th at for almost 30 years, the
majority of young people fell asleep on poli
tics and its implications on our future and
the future of those after us (there were a
faithful few, but nothing mainstream). The
good news is th at more and more people are
waking up to the fact th at mostly all those
who have been elected to represent us are
not looking out for our interest or the better
ment of this nation. This newfound aware

ness has expanded and h it m ainstream unless we, the American people, wake up
students like never before.
to the travesty th at is our political system.
You would think this newfound popu Vote or die? Some may say the American
larity of being politically informed would vote is. what died in these past presidential
definitely bring the change th at seems so elections.
desperately needed in America, since 74 per
The New Hampshire prim ary is Still an
cent of Americans feel th at we are headed in issue for some. A recount was paid for by for
the wrong, direction. This could be why the mer candidate Kucinich, due to reports ofbal
majority of Latinos are expected to vote for lots not being counted and fraud. They found
H illary Clinton
th at all the votes
as, day by day,
counted
w ith
she comes closer
a optical scan
T he problem is th a t w e h ave b een
to clinching the
declared Clinton
Democratic nomi strip p ed o f th e to o ls th a t g iv e u s th is
th e
w inner,
nation. So what
while precincts
right: th e rig h t to tru ly h ave a say in
seems to be the
which
handproblem?
counted declared
w here w e sh ou ld go a s a c o u n tr y ...”
O ur democ
Obama the win
racy has been
ner. Despite this
defiled.
How
w eird
coinci
could change occur when the very process dence, they'still decided to tru st a machine
th at empowers us to bring change is broken? th at is off lim its for accountability by the
Would you vote if you knew your ballot did very people handling the election.
not count? Well, guess what? It probably
I recommend th at everyone see an HBO
won’t, especially for the African American documentary called Hacking Democracy. It
and Latino communities of the inner city.
clearly shows how easy it is for the machines
Numerous predominately black or Latino to flip votes between the two top candidates
voting areas in the inner city are purposely by having a preexisting program on the
set up with one machine for roughly 800 memory card th at holds the “raw” data of
people, resulting in enormous lines and long votes. They feature Black Box Voting, a
waits. We cannot forget the computer fail non-profit organization th at reports voter
ures or even the conveniently placed power fraud across the country. Eighty percent of
outages of ju st th at one building on the the machines used in New Hampshire were
block.
from Diebold.
These things are real. They are docu
Google Diebold, and you will read count
mented. It occurs all over the nation. There less cases of voter fraud and “errors” in the
have been numerous cases of tampered or machines like this one. In December 2006 in
faulty voting booths th at have drastical the Florida county of Leon: “Finnish securi
ly affected the outcomes of many political ty expert H arri Hursti, together with Black
races. We cannot seriously “rock” any vote Box Voting, demonstrated th at Diebold made

T h e M o n t c l a r io n \
The following is a response to a section
o f the M SU Events Calendar, w ritten by
Jessica hozak, from last week’s edition o f
The Montclarion:

In the Jan. 31 edition of The M m tclarim ,
there was a mention of the Ash Wednesday
services to be held in the Student Center. I
fed the need to point out th a t some of the
terminology used to describe these religions
services, as well as th eir attendees, ‘was
extremely offensive and disrespectful. As a
paper th at prides itself as the “Student Voice
of M ontclair State University,” I would have
expected your w riters to show more respect
when w riting about a religious event th at is
treated with a great deal of solemnity by its
observers. I would have most certainly have
expected a little more sensitivity than the
following'
“ASHES TO ASHES:; For all those
reformed heathens oat there, kick off Lent
w ith a hang in the SC Ballrooms this week.
For the MSU Catholic on the go, the services
will be held during the common hours at
2:30 pjm. Sacrificing some of yoar lounge
time is a sm all price to pay for the safety of
your eternal soul” As a Catholic, I treat Ash Wednesday as
the beginning of a journey toward reconcili
ation with God. It is not an event m eant to
“kick off Lent with a bang.” Such a descrip
tion demeans some of my strongest beliefs. f
find it disheartening th at my campus paper

misrepresentations to secretaries of state
across the nation when Diebold claimed
votes could not be changed on the memory
card.”
In August 2007, they changed their
name, because it has become so unreliable
th at they are losing business. I don’t know
about you, but putting a Pepsi sticker on a
Red Bull can doesn’t mean you will taste
Pepsi.
If our votes are not being counted and
truthfully tabulated but fraudulently fixed,
then our voices are not being heard, regard
less of our race or ethnicity. Elections should
be one of the most precise and accountable,
processes in America. They’re not: Despite
our technology, we ju st happen to screw
up events th at shape the very future of
America.
Change was wanted long before the word
became popular in our news media coverage.
This presidential race will be no different
unless we become aware and act on these
things. The problem is th at we have been
stripped of the tools th at give us this right:
the right to truly have a say in where we
should go as a country.
Those of you who read this might find
it interesting, amusing or even offensive,
but we all need to take a serious look at our
country and what is at stake. Look at the
debacle th at is the Bush presidency. Do you
want a few elite people at the top voting for
you again? Is th at something we want to
risk?
May MSU students use reason and logic
to take a closer look at what is happening.
Joed Lopez, a sociology major, is in his first
year as columnist for The Montclarion.

m a il b a g

would be so callous in describing this'dby ous umbrella term th at displaysthe w riter’s
of penitence revered by Catholics around own ignorance about this event and what it.
the world. It saddens me th at .this “student m eans to different people.
The p art of this description th a t I found
voice” can judge my beliefs in such a crude
m anner by m aking a joke of this event, i am most offensive was “sacrificing some of your
&urc that the words used by this paper in lounge tim e is a sm all price to pay for the
describing this evept.would offend members safety of your eternal soul.” I find the pub
of any "“o ther religion had they been used to lication of this sentence by The Montclarion
describe events such as Ramadan, Vesak, to be an extremely offensive form of religious
Yom Kippur, etc. While I do not expect an intolerance. Contrary to what th is sentence
apology for the tactlessness used in -th is suggests, the Catholic Church does not go
description, I am asking th at your paper be around condemning people to Hell ju st
more knowledgeable as well as respectful of Ibecause they do notgo to an AshWednesday
any religious event they choose to advertise service. I have always had to deal with
in the M ure.
people making theso types ’of- assumptions
1 would also expect th at The Montclarion j about my faith and the Catholic Church.
be less judgm ental of any, 'evpht’s ' potential However, I expect ’th at The Montclarion
attendees. I, like many others, have had m y. should know better than to aid in the pro
struggles w ith my faith. However, I do not liferation of these ’assumptions. I t is Mind
acknowledge myself a “reformed heathen.” assumptions such as these th a t often lead to 1
I consider the w riter’s use of this word conflicts among those of different religions,
M ontclair State prides itself in the diver
to be extremely disrespectful toward Ash
Wednesday attendees.
sity found w ithin its student body, fac
There are many reasons why people. ulty and staff. In publishing words m eant
choose to take p a rt in Ash Wednesday ser to mock a specific group and/or its practices,
vices. People take, p art in th is event for The M m tclarim does a .disservice to every
many of their own personal reasons. Some other group th at it is supposed to represent.
do i t out of penance, others to celebrate s g l-1 I understand th at some may think I am tak
vation in C hrist and others to take-part in a ing this m atter too seriously, hut I am one
who believes th at tolerance and equality are
tradition, In other -words, each attendee takes p art to be practiced at all times.
1 also- feel th a t a campus paper should
in this service to fulfill his- of. her own
spiritual purpose, I do not think th a t label always ensure th at everything it prints is
ing us all as “reformed heathens” (foes any neither prejudiced m t offensive toward any
justice to our individual intentions. I .find particular group. I believe th at all people
“reformed heathens” to be a very discourte should be respected regardless of their etih-

nicity, creed or race. In mocking one group
on campus, you are essentially demonstrat
ing tq the te s t of the campus th at it is 0.K.
to mock any group on campus.
You may poke fun at the Catholics now,
but ask yourselves, which groups will you
mock and possibly offend next? Imagine
how you-would feel if your own personal
beliefs, race or ethnicity were mocked by a
campus paper. Surely, you would not con
sider this paper to be any “student voice," let
alone the “Student Yoke of Montclair State
University”
I ; would like to encourage your w rit
ers to treat solemn events, such a s Ash
Wednesday, with the same respect th at is
given to tbese events hy4heir observers. X
would also like for them to treat every group
on campus with the same respect th a t they
themselves expect from others, t am sure
th at the majority of students on campus
would appreciate it if your w riters began to
thoroughly research any type of religious
observance before they decide to use their
own prejudices as the basis for what they
w rite: L am also sure that these students j
would appreciate & if your’ editors did the
same. This would, in turn, prevent The
Montclarion from insulting any other groups
in the future. .
Barbara Soares
Ssdior
'
Biology - I -
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We have some solutions that might be easier
than you think. We’re tie National Endowment
for financial Education, a nonprofit foundation
witipotMng tp sell and a lot to A For over 30
yea% we’ve helped people just like you get smart
about their money. Come to us for sound advice
and practical information on howto start achieving
ait your financial goals. For everything from
gettirgoM of debt to managing your money wisely
to
I we're here to help;w w m* s m a r t a b o u t m o n e y 9 p r g
-CCV;:;.'T \T..:.

It 's time fa get smart about your money.
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Swimming and Diving Splits Meet
Bates and Loutchouk Triple Winners as Women Defeat WPU
Jefferson V elo so

Staff Writer

In a meet between rivals Montclair State
and William Paterson, the MSU women were
victorious 159-139 while the men came close,
but were defeated by the Pioneers 151-149
on Feb. 9 in Wayne.
The meet started off with the first event,
the women’s 200-yard Medley Relay. In that
event, the William Paterson women got a
good start, led by Cathy Hartwell, who fin
ished ju st under 26 seconds in the last leg.
In the men’s race, Red Hawk Derek
Henrichsen won the race for MSU, finish
ing the last leg with a record time of 23.92.
Strong swimmers Blaise Lacca and Ricky
Miller clocked in at 26.38 and 25.31, respec
tively.
N ert, in the 1000-Yard Freestyle, each
school picked up a win. In the women’s,
freshman Galina Loutchouk finished first
with a final time of 11:38.
Loutchouk also won the 100 Freestyle
(11:38.00) and the 200 Individual Medley
(2:22.00). In the men’s race, MSTTs Ricky
Miller finished 21 seconds behind David
Caputo of William Paterson.
The next event was the 200-yard Freestyle,
and again, each school saw victory. In the
women’s race, Kristine Bates of MSU. placed
first with a time of 2:04.21, while on the
men’s side, the Pioneers’ Voyta Karas came
in first with 1:50.22.
The next event was the 100-yard
Backstroke. This time, the men of Montclair
State won when junior John Adams placed
first with a time of 56.91. Adams also won

the men’s 200-yard Backstroke.
In the women’s race, Grace McKay of the
Pioneers finished first, coming in at ju st over
a minute.

1“

Swimmers John Adams (left) and Galina Loutchouk (right) were both triple winners
against W illiam Paterson on Saturday. The men's team fell to the Pioneers by a score
of 151-149, while the women were victorious 159-139.

The 100-yard Breaststroke was all
Montclair State. Freshman Laura Spadoni
finished first with a time of 1:12.03, ju st
.53 seconds ahead of second place. For the
men, junior John Kurtz won with a time of
1:04.57.
The Red Hawks picked up the next three
races, two for the men and one for the
women, which was the 50-yard Freestyle.

Master's degree programs
Certification and Endorsement programs

the foundation

M.A. • M.A.T. • M.B.A.
M.Ed. • M.F.A. • M.M.
M.S. • M.S.N.

your succ
Call the Office of
Graduate Admissions and
Enrollment Services at
973.720.3641 o r visit us

MING
AND
DIVING

w im

courtesy of Sports Information

Graduate
Studies

University provide

Karas picked up another win.
Next, in the 200-yard Breaststroke,
Caitlin Rotondo won for William Paterson
with a time of 2:39.04. For the men, Jon
Kurtz of Montclair State finished with a time
of 2:23.35.
Toward the end of the meet, the Red
Hawks picked up two wins in the 500-yard
Freestyle, but the Pioneers answered with
four straight victories and added a couple.
The MSU Swimming and Diving team is
now off until Friday, Feb. 22, when they take
part in the Metropolitan Championships at
Rutgers University in New Brunswick.

S

W ILLIA M PATERSON U N IVER SITY I A

imam Paterson

In th at event, freshman Brittany Cole won,
posting a time of 25.7 seconds.
In the 200-yard Butterfly, MSUs Laura
Flynn and Kevin Growney clocked in first

A rt • Biology • Bilingual Education
Biotechnology • Business
Communication Disorders
Counseling Services •. Education
Educational Leadership
Elementary Education

re information

English • History • Music • Nursing
Applied Psychology, Clinical
and Counseling • Public Policy
Reading • Sociology

with times of 2:23.77 and 2:14.81, respec
tively.
In the one m eter six Dives, William
Paterson, led by Giana Albruzzese of the
women’s team and Michael O’ Shea of the
men’s squad, took the event. They both placed
first with scores of 129.75 and 137.45.
William Paterson added another victory
in the men’s 100-yard Freestyle as Voyta
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Undergraduates and Graduate Students! Submit your entry to the
University Senate’s “Carpe Futura” Student Essay Contest!

The University Senate is sponsoring an essay contest for undergraduate and
graduate students as part of our celebration of MSU’s Centennial in conjunction
with a University Senate sponsored panel on the University of the Future. There
will be six cash prizes - a first, second and third prize for undergraduate students,
as well as a first, second and third prize for graduate students. The first prize
winners will also sit on the University of the Future panel discussion, whose
keynote speaker will be noted futurist Michael G. Zey. Students who submit
essays must be willing to serve on this panel. The winning essays will also be
posted on the Senate Web page with links to the Library.
A central task of education is to prepare students for the future, where our students
will spend the rest of their lives. In an essay of between 600-1200 words, the
essayists should discuss what sort of future they expect to live in and how they
believe an education at MSU can prepare them for that future in its varied aspects
- their economic future, their political future, the personal future, and so forth. We
encourage ‘out of the box’ as well as more traditional viewpoints - just keep the
discussion mainly serious. We ask that students focus on those aspects of the
future where an education at MSU will particularly make a difference,
considering, for example, how types of employment and career paths may
change, or the new challenges posed by social changes that will occur locally,
nationally and internationally. While the primary criteria for judging will be the
thoughtfulness of the essay, style and language will count.
Essays must be submitted electronically. Go to the Senate Web Page
(http://www.montclair.edu/UniversitvSenateAJnivSenate.html) to find a link to the
submission form and a downloadable version of this announcement. Make sure to
indicate your major (or that you are undeclared) and whether you are an
undergraduate or graduate student. Our submission deadline is Monday, March
3rd, 2008, which will give us time to have the papers judged and the winners
announced in time to prepare for the panel, which will be held on University Day,
March 26th. Please send any questions and comments to me. Thank you.
Dr. Jean Alvares ( alvaresj©mail.montclair.edu. Telephone 973-655-5292)

Help us get the word out and encourage individuals to participate!
WAYNE, NEW JERSEY • W W W .W PUNJ.EDU • 9 7 3 .7 2 0 .3 6 4 1
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Maurice Torres Makes Giant Steps
Red Hawk Wins Award for Overcoming Adversity
Robert Aitken
Opinion Editor

from the National Consortium for Academics
and Sports.
The Red Hawk went down to Orlando,
Fla. to receive his award on Jan. 28.
“It is such a great honor for such a great

handed in a paper about his childhood along
side the application.
“There have been people th at have come
up to me on campus with similar stories of
mine,” said Torres.

three-pointers with 57 from beyond the arc.
Torres was honored alongside the late
former North Carolina mascot Jason Ray.
Junior shooting guard Maurice Torres
Ray was tragically killed when he was hit
has had a hard life. Growing up in Newark,
by a car in northern New Jersey in March.
Torres never knew his birth father and
His team, the Tar Heels, were there to
grew up with a drug-abusing prostitute
play the regional rounds of the NCAA
mother, along with four other siblings.
Tournament.
Torres was homeless for a short
Ray was an organ donor and has
period of time as a child. It was not
donated his organs to multiple peo
until Torres’ grandmother stepped in
ple across the country. Ray’s parents
th at his life would turn around.
accepted the award on his behalf.
Torres and his siblings were taken
“It was such an honor to meet
away from their mother and separated
Jason’sparents,”saidTorres. “Ireinemfrom each other. One sister was adopted
ber hearing about it and thought that
and another lived in a different foster
it was veiy courageous of him to do
home.
that.”
Torres went with two other siblings
Torres also met Ronald Griffin, a
to a Newark foster home for a while.
New Jersey man who received Ray’s
Torres was then separated and taken
heart.
to a South Orange foster home.
As a Division IH school, Montclair
What happened next was so impor
State does not offer athletic scholar
tan t to Torres, th at he still remembers
ships.
the date it occurred: June 21, 1995.
However, Torres is one of the few
On th at day, Torres was reunited with
athletes who attends Montclair State
his brother and sister who went to the
on scholarships from the university.
Newark foster home with him. The
His 3.2 GPAis just another obstacle
three moved in with Rev. Brian Davis.
being overcome by this young man.
Davis already had two adopted chil
When asked about his future
dren with him, as well as of his own. In
courtesy of Sports Information endeavors, Torres isn’t sure what to
2004, Davis legally became the father of Maurice Torres poses with 1997 Heisman Trophy-winner Danny W uerffel after receiving the Giant Steps Courageous say.
the three Torres children.
“I keep getting asked th at by every
Student Athlete Award on Jan. 29 in M iam i, Fla.
Torres has overcome so much in his
one. I still have a year to think about
life as it is and was honored for his coura young man,” said Men’s Basketball head “Some people think they are the only ones it, but I think I might want to go to graduate
geousness and determination.
coach Ted Fiore.
th at go through this.”
school.”
The 21-year-old point guard from
The nomination for the award came down
The co-captain averages 1.5 points off the
If his previous experiences are any indi
Summit was the recipient of the Giant Steps from his academic advisor. Originally, Torres bench in 11 games this season. As a fresh cation, Torres will do ju st fine, regardless of
Courageous Student Athlete Award for 2007 was applying for a scholarship when he man, Torres set the single-season record for what he does.
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The Princeton Review offers Classroom Courses and Small Group Tutoring
right at Montclair State University. Convenient schedules, expert instructors,
advanced online resources and guaranteed score improvement*
Classes start soon. Call today for details.

W e d n e s d a y , M a r c h 5 * 5 - 7 :3 0 p .m .
B ishop Dougherty University Cen ter
400 South O ran g e Avenue « South O range, N ew Je rse y
Asian Studies
Biological Sciences
Chemistry
English
Experimental Psychology
Healthcare Administration
History
Jewish-Christian Studies
Museum Professions
Public Administration
Strategic Communication

Athletic Training
Health Sciences
(Post-Professional)
Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Physician Assistant
Speech-Language
Pathology
Divinity
Pastoral Ministry
Theology

Plus online programs in Nursing, Counseling, Education
Leadership, Schoól Counseling, Healthcare Administration,
and Strategic Communication and Leadership

800-2Review • PrincetonReview.com
Test names are the trademarks of their respective owners, who are not affiliated with The Princeton Review. The Princeton Review and
The Princeton Review logo are trademarks of The Princeton Review, Inc., which is not affiliated with Princeton University. ‘ See PrincetonReview.com for details

Accounting (M.S.)
The Practical MBA
Taxation (M.S.)
Education Leadership
School Counseling
School Psychology
Teacher Preparation
Diplomacy and
International Relations
Nursing (M.S.N., Ph.D.)
Health Systems
Administration
Nurse Practitioner
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How many NJAC Championships has Men’s
Basketball won?

J a m e s W ill ia m s
G u a r d - Me n ’s B a s k e t b a l l

PICKING UP A SEASON-HIGH

ebruary

Last Week’s Answer
Carol Blazejowski scored a record 3199 points between 1974
and 1978.

D iving

B a t e s w a s a t r ip le w in n er
a g a in s t W illiam Pa t e r s o n , pick 
ing UP WINS IN THE 100 AND 200
FREE RACES AND HELPING THE 400
F r e e r e l a y t e a m to victory .

K isa n d r a A y a n b e k u
G u a r d - W o m e n ’s B a s k e t b a l l
A y a n b e k u p ic k ed up 10 points a n d
SEVEN REBOUNDS DURING MSU’S
67-63 VICTORY AGAINST ROWAN ON
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Saturday.
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This Week
2/20 vs. NJCU, 2 p.m ..
Last Week
2/9 MSU 82, Rowan 70
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iSsjaasis:

This Week
2/15 vs. Rowan, 7 p.m.
2/20 vs. NJCU. 8 p.m.
■
Last Week
2/9 MSU 67, Rowan 63

This Week
2/15 @ Penn., 5:15 p.m.
2/16 vs. UConn,, 9:40 p.m.
Last Week
2/9 MSU 2, Penn. State 6

This Week
2/22 @ Metropolitan Championships, 1 p.m.
• Last Week
2/13 Men - MSU 149, WPU 151
2/13 Women - MSU 159, WPU. 139
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Red Hawks “Think Pink”

MSU Defeats Rowan 67-63 During Breast Cancer Awareness Game

Jessica Garrabrant came close to scoring another double-double against Rowan, with 16 points and nine rebounds. The game was a part of the "Think Pink" initiative to raise awareness for breast cancer.

with a 37-28 lead.
More importantly, the defense
stepped up, with 19 first-half turn
In front of nearly 400 people, overs against the Profs and five
most making up a sea of pink, the coming in th a t late half run.
“When we play team defense,
Red Hawks defeated Rowan 67-63
th
at
is when it is really hard for
and continued their winning ways.
other
teams to score on us and,
Leading the way was Jessica
especially
when we pressure the
G arrabrant with 16 points and nine
ball,
it
helps
create turnovers,” said
boards, while the roommate-tan
‘'"Ayanbeku.
dem of Jamilee Pflug and Kisandra
Though the second half started
Ayanbeku came off the bench to
out
well for the Red Hawks, it
score a combined 14 points, helping
quickly
went downhill when the.
the team win eight of their last 11
Profs
went
on a five-minute 15-2
games.
run
led
by
Ashley Cieplicki and
The first half was balanced all
Gina
Catanzariti.
the way through until the fourMontclair quickly went on an
minute mark. The game had five
8-0
run of their own, but as soon as
ties, and neither team had a lead
they
gained the lead, it went right
bigger than four.
back
down to a two-point 51-49
However, with ju st over four
lead
with
9:48 left to play.
minutes left in the half, MSU
That
is
when the Ayanbeku/
pulled away, going on a 15-5 run to
Pflug
combo
heated up.
end the half.
“We
work
very hard to be sucDuring th at span, G arrabrant
cessftd
in
our
transition game,”
had six points, Cynthia Warrington
said
Pflug.
“We’re
a team th at likes
had four points and two assists,
to
run
and
push
the ball up the
and Montclair went into halftime

Jake D e l M a u ro

Staff Writer

'' w ,

court, and when we continue to
play team defense and apply pres
sure to our opponent, we create
turnovers which leads to our tran
sition and points.”
Each girl had four points in a
span of six minutes, with Pflug scor
ing her four-in-a-row. “I would give
my roommate Jamielee most of the
credit,” said Ayanbeku. “When she
came in, she h it a lot of important
shots and had a really good pass to
one of my teammates. I was feeding
off of her energy because when she
came in, she made a lot happen,
and th at ju st gave me motivation
and a boost of energy.”
However, Montclair still had a
wavering lead against the Profs.
Rowan came as close as 63-61.
In the end, G arrabrant stood
strong on defense to help Montclair
State pull out the victory. “Our
defense played great!” said
Garrabrant.
“To cause a team to have 29
turnovers is pretty amazing.
Everyone did a really good job on

defense. We always want to play
as a team, and against Rowan we
played “team defense’; that’s what
caused the 29 turnovers.”
More importantly, the Red
Hawks helped raise money and
awareness for a great cause, the
Women’s Basketball Coaches
Association’s (WBCA) second
annual “Think Pink” initiative for
breast cancer.
“We appreciated all the people
who came out to not only sup
port us, but support the important
cause of breast cancer awareness,”
said Garrabrant.
Ayanbeku said, “I was really
happy th at the fans came out, espe
cially th at day for Think Pink,’
because jit was for a good cause.”
Added Pflug, “It was great to
see how many people supported
the cause. All the girls on the team
thought it was a great idea, and
seeing the outcome from the fans,
it ju st proves th at they were just
as excited and eager to support as
well.”
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